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Focus Advertising. Please mention Canoe Focus when replying 
FOR: INSTRUCTION• HIRE• CORPORATE COURSES• HOLIDAYS• RACING MARATHON• WHITEWATER RIVER RUNNING• SLALOM• TOURING• OPEN BOATING• RODEO 

Shepperton Maine, Felix Lane, Shepperton, Middlesex, TW17 8NJ 
Telephone: 01932 247978 Fax: 01932 241368 

THE ONLY CANOE SUPER STORE INSIDE THE M25 
THE CANOE AND KAYAK SPECIALIST 

For 
PALM • PERCEPTION • PRIJON • PYRAHNA • SCHLEGEL AINSWORTH • PEAK • NOOKIE 

WILDWATER • CIRCLE ONE• RIVER RUNNER• DAGGER• OLD TOWN• COLEMAN• PETZL 
LYON• PHOENIX• GuL •ANIMAL• DRH • ORTLEIB • OCEAN PACIFIC• GEES• REEF• TEVA 

AND MANY MANY MORE! 
TO LONDON 20 minutes from Heathrow Airport 

40 minutes from Gatwick Airport 
London Waterloo British Rail Station to Shepperton 
British Rail Station 30 minutes 

Call 01932 247978 
our courtesy bus will collect you 

PYRANHA 
Mountain 300 - Art 
Mountain 300 - Art Multi 
Stunt 300 - Art 
Stunt 300 - Art Multi 
Aero 270 - Art 
Aero 270 - Art Multi 
Razor - Art 
Razor - Art Multi 
Micro 230 - Art 
Micro 230 - Art Multi 
Stunt Bat Sport 
with Skeg 
Magic Bat Sport 
with Skeg 
Surf Jet 
with Skeg 
Master II Sport 
with Skeg 
"Master II 
Master II Light 

£499 
£549 
£499 
£549 
£499 
£549 
£539 
£579 
£499 
£549 
£359 
£389 
£359 
£389 
£289 
£319 
£359 
£389 
£279 
£279 

PRIJON 

Race Long 
Race Short 
Race Dry 
Kosi Shell Dry 
Kasi Sandwich 
Dry £85.00 
Kasi Sandwich 
Twin Seat Dry £75.00 

Yak Spray £32.95 
" Breathable £54.95 
" Heavy Duty Dry £69.95 
" Storm Twin Seal Dry £69.95 
" Breathable Dry £135.00 
• Twin Seal Breathable 

Orv £155.00 
Palm Freedom £36.50 
" Centre £41.50 
' Colorado £69.00 
• Standard Dry £76.00 
" Double Seal Dry £110.00 

Fly 
Rock~ 
Tornado 
Hurricane 
Eskimo Kenda 
Eskimo Diablo 
Topolin Duo 
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4~~t.& Ideas: Comment Focus 

O~pic Slalom 
Syd~ey2000 

Di Lawler who has been the 
leading organiser of all the Sprint 
Racing Regattas at Holme Pierrepont 
during the past sixteen years has 
called it a day. Although Di retires 
from regatta organisation I am sure 
that she will remain an active 
member of the flatwater racing 
community. Thanks Di. (I\ he good, no, great news is that 

\J_} Canoe Slalom is back in the Olympic BCU Development 
Programme for Sydney 2000. Following Pia~ 1997 -. 2001 The British Canoe Union 

a period of intense negotiations the ICF 
team lead by five times World Canoe 
Slalom Champion Richard Fox achieved 
what was beginning to look like the 
impossible dream. Richard has devoted 

• • in November see below: 
the last year to working on the rein- 
statement of the discipline. He has trav- Paddlefest . . . November 1st & 
elled the World lobbying Olympic Officials. 2nd 
The announcement was made by the Preparations for the paddlefest are in 

place and the weekend will be the 

International Olympic Committee and the first of _many such '~cti~e' 
gatherings. The objective of the 

go ahead has been given to build an weekend is to bring together as 
many paddlers as possible, with a 

artificial city centre slalom course costing wide range of paddling interests, so 
as to create a fun multi-discipline 

$6 million. event, featuring elements of 
competition and coaching as well as I 'have a go' sessions, there will be a 
trade show, presentations and 
lectures and even a car boot sale 
opportunity. Full details in this 
Canoe Focus. 

Development Plan 1997 - 2001 has 
been completed and is with the UK 
and English Sports Councils. The 
plan is ambitious yet achievable and 
once funding has been agreed it is 
intended to road show the 
development plan throughout the 
country. The plan will be formally 
launched at the Paddlefest meeting 

Congratulations 
Britain's Marathon Canoeists had a 
brilliant World Cup Finals in 
Copenhagen. Three Gold medals, a 
silver and a bronze gave the Great 
Britain team top position in the 
medal table. With reigning C2 World 
Champions Steve and Andrew Train 
being joined on the winners rostrum 
by Sonja Bapty and Tricia Davey 
Ladies K2 and Anna Hemmings 
Ladies Kl. Ivan Lawler and Steve 
Harris were beaten into second 
place in the mens K2 by eighteen 
inches, the smallest of margins and 
Tim Brabants took the Bronze 
medal in the Mens Kl competition. 

It was a double success for Steve 
and Andrew Train as earlier in the 
week they had competed in the 
Sprint Racing World Championships 
in Canada where they achieved the 
Bronze medal in the Olympic 
category of C2 1 000m. 

At the time of writing although 
not of reading! The Canoe Slalom 
team are preparing to depart for the 
World Championships in Brazil and 
the· Canoe Polo team for their 
European Championships in 
Germany. Their results will follow in 
a future edition of Canoe Focus. 

Canoe exhbition 
1998 
The 1998 International Canoe 
Exhibition will be held at the 
National Exhibition Centre, 
Birmingham during the weekend of 
21st/22nd February coinciding with 
the final weekend of the National, 
Boat, Caravan and Leisure show. 

Naturally, we are keen to 
encourage more individual canoeists 
to attend and I am pleased to say 
that with encouragement and 
support of the National Boat, 
Caravan and Leisure show we plan 
to utilize the lake at the NEC. An 
event open to anyone on the day is 
being planned and it is anticipated 
that considerable cash prizes will be 
available for a timed competition - 
further details available in a future 
edition of Canoe Focus 

A Very Big Thank 
You 
Long serving Slalom Development 
Officer Sue Wharton retires from her 
current post in November. Sue, your 
contribution has been immense and 
you will be a hard act to follow. All 
the best for the future and thank you. 

BCU Membership 
Package 
The new membership rates that will 
apply from 1 November 1997 have 
been kept in line with inflation and 
are as follows: 

Comprehensive 
Life 
Adult (full) 
Under 18 (Youth) 
Additional Family 
members 

Basic 
Adult 
Under 18 
Family 

£418.00 
£ 28.00 
£ 16.50 

£ 15.50 

£ 17.00 
£ 10.50 
£ 9.25 

Paul Owen 
Chief Executive 

Late News 
The Junior 
Slalom team 
have just 
returned from 
the Junior 
European 
Championships 
in Poland. 
Congratulations 
to Laura 
Blakeman Gold 
Medal and the 
Junior Men's Kl 
team - Gold 
Medal. Tom 
Patterson, Alan 
Cardy and James 
Hounslow. 



National 
Coaching 

Foundation 
john Stevens has 

been appointed as the 
Chief Executive of the 

National Coaching 
Foundation. 

Previously Assistant 
Director (Education, 

Leisure and Libraries) 
for the East Riding of 
Yorkshire Council he 
will take up his post 

this month. 

Hearing Dogs 
for the Deaf 

john Bull has 
written to thank all 
those who helped 
raise £1100 for the 

Hearing Dogs for the 
Deaf, by sponsoring 

in the London 
Marathon. 

News, Information & Events: Noticeboard 

Danger Warning - High Speed Catamaran 

CE urther to the notice in the August edition of Canoe 
Focus, Pat Ramsey, 
Chairman of BCU - Suffolk 

has given this update ... The 
information included in the August 
edition had been issued by the 
Harwich Haven Authority. This 
information was most relevant to 
other largish vessels using the same 
shipping lanes, so I would like to 
draw attention to further facts and 
serious development. 

Firstly, people unfamiliar with 
shipping routes for the ports of 
Harwich and Felixstowe, which 
operate from opposite banks at the 
mouth of the Stour, could be under 
the impression that vessels leaving 
the ports head straight out across 
the North Sea. Due to the 
numerous large sandbanks the 
shipping lanes actually follow the 
coastline northwards for a number 
of miles and do not head towards 
Europe until they reach Sole Bay, 
near Southwold. Shipping can be 
clearly seen from the beaches. 

Secondly, from the article it 
would seem that providing other 
vessels did not cross astern closer 
than 250 metres all would be well. 
This is most definitely not the case. 
The 'Stena Discovery' is producing 
very, very large wash waves which 
are causing very significant surges 
of water onto the beaches 

alongside the shipping lanes. 
Holiday makers, especially children 
playing at the water's edge have 
been knocked over and possessions 
swept into the sea. The inshore 
fishermen at Aldeburgh have 
repeatedly experienced dangerous 
sea conditions caused by these 
wash waves. The worst incident 
happened on the 14 August when, 
in flat calm conditions, a wave of 
some twelve feet was reported. A 
mother interviewed on local radio 
who saw this wall of water heading 
towards her two children, described 
how she grabbed them and ran up 
the beach at Felixstowe, only to 
turn and see her belongings, 
previously some distance from the 
water, afloat. The significance for 
canoeists on the sea is obvious, and 
very worrying, as this is an area 
where many try paddling on the sea 
for the first time in general purpose 
kayaks. 

Suffolk Coastal District Council, 
who have the misfortunate to be 
the local authority for the relevant 
coastline have already placed 
notices every few yards along the 
beach to warn of this unexpected 
wave action which occurs some ten 
to twenty minutes after the ferry 
has passed. The biggest waves have 
occurred as it approaches Harwich 
where it is scheduled to arrive at 
0955 hour and 1850 daily, although 

obviously it enters the shipping 
lanes up to an hour earlier. The 
waves have been less significant 
when it leaves Harwich again some 
fifty minutes later. However the 
height of the waves and strength 
associated with the surges varies 
tremendously between one sailing 
to the next. It is requested than any 
observations of unexpected wave 
action in the area be reported to 
Stena Line and/or the Harwich 
Haven Authority. 

Stena Line have called in experts 
from the US to investigate the 
problems so I do not think that it is re 
occurrences of the incident in the 
Menai Straits when the Captain 'put 
his foot down' because he was 
running late! I have watched the 
'Stena Discovery' and it passed all 
other vessels, some very large and 
powerful, like they were standing still. 
There was a distinct increase in wave 
height and a change in wave 
direction, for about two to three 
minutes, some fifteen minutes after it 
passed. 

The effect on the very unstable 
local coastline can only be guessed 
at, as prevailing north easterly 
winds over the last three winters 
have added several yards to the rate 
of erosion which was already 
averaging a foot a year. 
Pat Ramsey - Chairman BCU Suffolk 

ESTABLISHED SINCE 1976 
BARN FULL OF CANOES AND KAYAKS 
Full range of accessories available 
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News, Information & Events: Noticeboard Focus 

North Sea Crossing - New Record 
On Sunday 17th August Rod Cooke and Simon Worsley set off from Southwold 
on the East Coast to paddle across the North Sea to Zeebrugge. The voyage 
took 20 hours and 7 minutes which they are claiming as the fastest crossing by 
a double sea kayak. Using a Sea Voyager built by Kirton Kayaks they had a 
rough start caused by the thermals giving a force 3 to 4, it was touch and go as 
to whether they would continue but they made it, although 20 miles from 
Zeebrugge they once again encountered heavy seas with 3 to 4 foot waves 
hampering their progress. One of the most difficult moments came at the finish 
when they had to scramble aboard their support craft up scramble nets in the 
rough conditions. Rod and Simon have raised in excess of £1500 for the James 
Paget Hospital, Great Yarmouth, scanner appeal. A full account of their voyage 
will follow in the December issue of Canoe Focus. 

Hull International Canoe Polo Challenge 
Princes Quay provided the setting for the seventh annual international Canoe 
Polo Challenge, the event attracted hundreds of spectators including the Lord 
Mayor of Hull. The two days of competition saw fifty four teams from all over 
Great Britain and as far away as Holland battling for a place in one of the four 
final matches. In Division 1 The Humbersiders went home with the trophy after 
scoring the winning goal against Meridian just seconds before full time in a 4-3 
victory. The GB U21 C team took victory in division 2. The Rebels went on to 
beat Martlett Cougars B team to take away the division 3 trophy and in the 
Ladies league West Lothian triumphed over Aberfan Amazons in the final. The 
event was organised by Kingston Kayak Club and sponsored by Hull City 
Council Sports Development. 

Paddling in Zimbabwe 
Richard Boddington (front cover pin-up from June Canoe Focus) has sent the 
following information on paddling in Zimbabwe .... The Zambezi is of course the 
river for which Zimbabwe is famous, from the 20 foot standing waves and raft 
eating stopper of the Batoka Gorge below Victoria Falls to the wildlife paradise 
of the tranquil lower Zambezi, there is something to suit every paddler. 
Organising a rafting trip on the Zambezi is easier than falling off a log. Turn up 
at Victoria Falls and you are inundated with rafting companies, offering trips 
from half a day to a five day 120km epic. Kayaking the gorge is slightly more 
tricky (both physically and logistically), and unless you take your own boat then 
it may take some organisation. Rafting companies are naturally reluctant to lend 
out their kayaks to any Tom, Dick or Harry so some kind of prior negotiation 
may well be called for. For the paddler who likes to explore at a slightly gentler 
place then the multi day canoe safaris on the lower section of the Zambezi are 
unmissable. Nothing can beat drifting gently down the river in a Canadian 
Canoe, putting in the occasional stroke to avoid the odd hippo, watch elephant, 
buffalo and lions just yards away from the bank. Many trip options are 
available. In the Eastern Highlands there are a number of steep, low volume 
and technical rivers hidden away in spectacular scenery. The best time to paddle 
in the Highlands is from November to April which is the warm wet season. May 
to September is the best time for the Batoka Gorge on the Zambezi. If any one 
would like further information on paddling in the area please contact Richard at 
Muvimi Safaris, PO Box 2233, Harare, Zimbabwe. Tel: 00 263 4 793 107 Fax: 00 
263 4 704 960 

BCU Yearbook Amendments and 
Additions 
Please amend your BCU yearbooks as follows: . Page 3 BCU Lifeguards 
Secretary is Phillipa Gilbert, 43 Hillside, Westfield Road, Hoddesdon, Herts ENl l 
8RN. Page 19 Proteus Canoe Club's Secretary has moved: Julie Boardman, 
White Hall Farm, Ramsey Road, Sarcet, Peterborough PE7 3DR 01733 844 359. 
Page 60 River Access, David Herd LAO for the Ribble correct Tel No: 01200 
428108. Page 61 Access, Steve Batty the Local Access Officer for the River Wear 
has moved to; 129 Rydal Road, Garden Farm Estate, Chester Le Street, Co 
Durham BH2 3D Tel: 0191 388 4938. Page 75 Andy Squirrel should be added 
as the National Training Officer for BCU Lifeguards, please also amend his new 
address, on pages 65 Youth Panel and Page 38 SW Region, to; Andy Squirrel, 
The Oak Dray, 386 Goathill Village, Sherbourne, Dorset DT9 SJD. And finally 
Page 119, Approved Centres, the following centre should be included; Albany 
Park Canoe and Sailing Centre, Albany Mews, Albany Park Road, Kingston Upon 
Thames, KT2 SSL. Tel: 0181 549 3066 

LDCC Win Dragon Boat Race 
London Docklands Development Corporation paddled their way to victory in 
the annual Docklands 5-0 Charity Dragon Boat Race, beating the 1996 
champions The British Airways Hurricanes into second place. The winning team 
was presented with the coveted Dragons Head trophy and the runners up with 
the Dragons Tail. 

Sleeping Bags 

Accessories 

66 page Winter Catalogue 
available now 

includes over £50 worth of money saving vouchers 

Phone the World-wide Mail Order Hotline (24hrs) now on 

Or visit any one of our Stores at:- 
Brentwood 01277 222230 Canterbury 01227 470023 Croydon 01816808798 

Gloucester 01452 416549 Slough 01753 554252 
105 Baker Sllondon Wl 0171 224 0049 

All Stores open 7 days a week 

Please rush me a copy of fhe FREE 66 page Winier Catalogue 1997, 
full of warm winter clothing and equipment. 

Name 

Address 

Postcode 

Tel:{QQy)_ 
For details of the Gold Cord Club, please tick. D o 
Send to: Field & Trek pie, 3 Wates Way, Brentwood, Essex CM15 9TB. ~ 
© Field & Trek pie 
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News, Information & Events: Noticeboard 

International 
Canoe Sailing - 

Stop Press 
Simon Allen won 

the Silver medal and 
John Ellis gained 4th 
place in the Europa 

Cup (European 
Championship) in 

Gothenburg, Sweden. 
Congratulations. 

FSA Grant for 
Fife Canoeists 

Activities' Group have 
recently been 

awarded a grant of 
£3,750 from the 

Foundation for Sport 
and the Arts for the 

purchase of six white 
water kayaks and 

equipment. 

Adur Canoe Club - 
FSA Grant 

British Fashion Designer Jeff Banks, former presenter of BBC's 
Clothes Show, recently visited the British Canoe Union Office In 
Nottingham. His challenge Is to design river wear for Citroen 
sponsored slalomlst, Helen Barnes. We look forward to seeing the 
outcome. 

Adur Canoe Club based in Shoreham 
have recently received a new fleet of 4 
open canoes, purchased with a grant 
generously provided by the 
Foundation for Sport and the Arts. The 
club aims to introduce a wider range 
of people to paddling. The club meets 
at the Adur Centre by the Norfolk 
Bridge in Shoreham at 9.45am every 
Sunday morning except Christmas 
Day. Activities include weekday 
evening sessions, regular pool training, 
white water, rodeo and canoe 
camping trips. Call 01903 209309 any 
evening for details. 

Canoe Polo Season 
Throughout the summer season the 
GB Polo Teams have been competing 
with credit at a number of European 
events, the placings for the GB teams 
are as follows: Essen, Germany, 1st GB 
Men's A Team, 4th GB Men's B Team. 
1st Ladies GB A Team with the B team 
in 4th. The U21 teams also played with 
confidence finishing in 7th and 10th 
overall. In the Flanders Cup GB A team 
were runners up to France and the B 
team finished an excellent third. 

EXPERIENCE THE FREEDOM OF SEA KAYAKING 
WE HAVE EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO EXPLORE OUR LAST TRUE WILDERNESS AREAS 

~4m~ 
SEA KAYAKS 

including the new 
NORDKAPP JUBILEE 

ACCESSORIES - 
Everything from pumps to penny 

washers 

CLOTHING- 
See the latest additions to the Knoydart 

Clothing range 

'k SIOIB/IT ~ill/1 lf!I pur 
'ChuY- 

1d/t available 

KNOYDART KAYAKING SYSTEMS 
4 Daleston Court 
Southey Hill Est A oyaart Keswick, Cumbria 

CA124HH 
Tel: 01768775519 Fax 01768ZZ500S-- Email: df@kn.Qydart.softnet.co.uk 
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News, Information & Events: Noticeboard Focus 

• What's On• What's On• 
River Leven Open Days 
River Leven (Cumbria) open days for this season are: November 2nd, 
16th and 23rd. December 7th and 14th. January 25th 1998. February 
8th and 15th. March 8th and 29th. All of these dates are Sundays. The 
system will remain the same as in previous years, i.e. numbers limited to 
sixty on the water, all paddlers to wear a bib. Bibs are bookable up to two 
weeks in advance. Bookings to be made by telephone from: Sten or 
Angela Sture 01229 582257. Please note the phone number has 
changed. The cost is £1 per bib per day with a £5 deposit per bib. All 
money payable on the day. 

North Tyne Div A Wild Water Race 
Please note that the Division A Wild Water Race scheduled for Saturday 8th 
November has been moved to Saturday 22nd November, this is to avoid a 
clash with the Tyne Tour. All entries for the Wild Water Race should be sent 
to lain Clough, 15 Heron Gate, Guisborough, Cleveland, TSl 4 8PG. 

Ardeche Marathon 
The International Marathon on the Ardeche River takes place on November 
8th to November 11th 1997. There are a number of events over these few 
days. The marathon is 35kms in length and has classes for K2, Kl, Cl, C2 
and C4. There is also an Adidas Adventure Challenge consisting of 10km 
mountain bike race, 4km run and 4km canoe race. A youth race (11 to 16 
year olds) will also be held over a 6km course. For more details contact: 
Vallon Plein Air, Marathon des Gorges de L'Ardeche, BPl 2, 07150 Vallon 
Pont D'Arc. Tel: 33 4 75 37 12 94 Fax: 33 4 75 88 07 07. 

Over 70% 

of the Earth's 

surface is 
made up 

of water. 

Slalom Snippets 
Slalom Committee AGM 
Clubs are reminded that the Slalom Committee AGM is on Saturday 22 
November- Motions for debate to be with the Secretary by 24 October as 
per constitution. Rerr\ember this is your sport! 

Stuart Meakins 
Has moved house - Stuart is C2 Div 4 Ranking Compiler and his new 
address is: 8 Marlborough Close, Oaklands, Welwyn AL6 OUG. 

World Cup Results: 
Gareth Marriott won overall bronze; Paul Ratcliffe, overall 4th place - there 
were 6 individual World Cup medals this year, but the disappointing factor 
was participation. Other nations too, are suffering from lack of funds and it 
has to be said that this was not the most successful of years for the series or 
indeed, for GBR! Newcomers to the team, Tim Morrison, Rob Turner and 
Ian Banfield/Matt Dodson gained valuable experience and as we speak, the 
Senior Team is working together on their last training camp before the 
World Championships which this year, are to be held in Brazil in late 
September - Good luck to you all! 

Slalom Calendar 1998 
Either some of you are sleeping or there just isn't the interest - come on, 
prove us wrong! Club Reps are urged to forward those Calendar returns to 
Dave Royle, Co-ordinator Event Management. If you're not sure what to 
do, give Dave a call. 

Junior World Championships 2002 
How many of you know that we are bidding to host this event? It's 
something to aim for and will put slalom on the map once more in the UK! 

Canolfan Tryweryn 
We are pleased to tell you that the Centre has been granted BCU National 
Centre status and the Slalom supported its bid - now its your turn to 
support the Centre - there's so much enthusiasm there! 

And finally - 
Several long serving yolunteers will not be seeking re-election at the 
forthcoming AGM - Barry Peake as current Chairman has had an 
involvement in Canoe slalom for the past 12 years or so; Graham Bowman 
as Treasurer and john Pooley, Secretary, whilst being involved for a little less 
time, have also decided to call it a day - we must thank these Officers for all 
their efforts over the years - they have all given their time selflessly and put 
the interests of you, the paddler first, even though on occasion, you may 
have found it difficult to understand their decisions! 

t.he r e. 

30 Hunter Street Prestwick Ayrshire Scotland KA9 1LG 
Tel: +44 (0)1292 478558 Fax: +44 (0)1292 671298 
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Focus Competition: Rodeo 
aturday at the 1997 
Tryweryn Rodeo was 
crammed with more events 
than was conceivably 

thought possible. However Dave 
"Hairy" Ayres and his team seemed to 
cope admirably well with the influx of 
paddlers. The day started with the 
short boat event. It took a while to get 
going, but eventually the final took 
place at Chapel Falls, which proved to 
have the same recirculatory abilities as 
always, out-powering a number of 
paddlers if concentration lapsed for 
more than a split second. It was 
eventually won by Tim Thomas in a 
borrowed boat. 

On the elbow, the junior and 
novice heats were well under way. 
Some confusion reigned as to who was 
supposed to be where and exactly 
when; with four paddlers in the first 
heat, nine in the second and around 
20 in the third! But things were sorted 
and finalists selected, and by now the 
judges were well behind schedule - 
but we wouldn't have it any other 
way! ! The junior final took place at the 
NRA Bridge, and was packed with 
action, being won by Andrew 
Macdonald. 

Eurocraft were on hand supplying 
an armada of inflatables, used by just 
about everyone during the course of 
the weekend. There was only one 
scheduled inflatable event, but this 
proved to be so popular that a second 
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RODEO 97 - 12/13 JULY 
event was hastily inserted into the 
already packed Sunday programme. 

The extreme river run took place in 
the Graveyard section of the river. The 
course was devised to test paddlers to 
their limits, with few people 
completing the entire course. Many 
thanks to Loel Collins and his team for 
their creativity in laying out the course. 
The main river running event kicked 

off at 3.30. The runs started at the top 
of the ski jump, with competitors 
having to break out half way down 
and surf the wave, then proceed to the 
bottom where they had to touch an 
inflatable Loel Collins before tackling 
the main stopper. Two rolls were then 
required one standard, one obscurely 
called a trick roll. Things became 
surreal from this point, with paddlers 

• pyranha 

Pai.Jon® 
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@ 
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WE WILL MATCH OR BEAT ANY ADVERTISED PRICE* 
*The product must be of the same make, style and condition. 

THE COST OF A CALL OR FAX COULD SAVE YOU £££1s 
Tel: 0114 248 8688 

Fax: 0114 248 8689 
e-mail: info@sdswatersports.co.uk http://www.sdswatersports.co.uk 

SOS Watersports, 66-70 STATION ROAD, HALFWAY, SHEFFIELD 519 5GW, ENGLAND. 



Competition: Rodeo Focus 

i having to grab a foam hand in an eddy and hit a few plastic ducks, 
0 then paddle further on down to nudge a spider under Stone bridge. 
~ Blasting and paddle rescuing were next on the list of skills, and the 
ti run finished with chucking a throw bag at the judges in the bottom a hut. Needless to say, most competitors completed this particular task 

",5 as a minimum! 
~ The party was under way by the time we arrived on site on 
>. Saturday evening. Unfortunately, the food and music that had been 
.ci arranged was cancelled at the last minute, but the ever resourceful 
.!! canoeists made their own entertainment, with Hippy Dave and Shaun 
-~ Baker leading an impromptu jam session. Pub style games started to 
~ appear as if by magic, such things as a paddle juggling competition, 

won by our very own Hairy (note - don't lend Hairy your paddle. He 
thinks it's a pogo stick.), and picking up pieces of boxes with your 
teeth. Naturally, reasonably large amounts of alcohol were consumed 
by most. I 

Sunday started b~ight and possibly a little too early for some with 
the open float boat heats at the NRA bridge and the junior, novice 
and OCl river runs at the International Site. The last task on the OCl 
was supposed to be chucking the throw-bags, as with the standard 
run, however a lack of throw-bag meant improvisation was necessary. 
Thankfully, the judges got out of the way of the paddle in time to 
save their feet! 

The decked Cl final took place at the NRA bridge, the paddlers 
having done the river run alongside the main Kl ers. Although about 
six people had entered the event, it looked for a while as if nobody 
would show up. However four eventually arrived, and put on an 
excellent show of boating skills. Neil Thompson was awarded first 
prize after an extremely good all round performance. OCl had only 
three competitors, but provided the usual entertainment. The hole 
play event took place at the NRA bridge where flying lessons seemed 
to be the order of the day. First prize was awarded to Rob Dixon after 
a close-run contest. The novice final was next on the list, and was 
won by Drew Prosser after some excellent paddling at the NRA 
bridge, with Bled Lloyd taking second place. · 

The squirt event took place at the infamous Fingers, with Daz 
Clarkson showing us all how its done. Hazel Wilson claimed a well 
deserved second place with her gutsy approach to the otherwise all 
male event. The ladies final was the usual frenzy of activity and crowd 
support, and plenty of encouragement came from the paddlers 
themselves. Helen Taylor took first prize and Caron Geal was awarded 
second. 

The Open Float Boat final took place in two locations, both the 
Elbow and the NRA site, with the paddlers having to mix both their 
surfing and vertical skills for two very different sites. Paddler of the 
weekend had to be Andy Phillips, who seemed unreachable, having 
won the extreme river run, the river skills and the overall prize. He 
went away a happy man with the Tryweryn Rodeo Championships 
Trophy that he will cherish for the next 11 months. 

Thanks 
Many thanks to the sponsors, Pyranha, Palm, Cotswold, Eurocraft, 
White Water Consultancy, Gorilla Paddles, Mobile Adventure, Yak, 
Rouge, Xcaliber Blades, Canolfan Tryweryn, Bushsports, Playboater, 
Cancarve designs, Playboating UK, Environmental Agency, 
White Water the Canoe Centre, St John Ambulance, Bala Sea 
Cadets and the Cafe staffed by Anne and Allan, who make 
this event possible. 



Focus News, Information & Events: Youth Development 

Young Peoples Programme - Putting the Jigsaw Together 
As you will know from previous articles in 
Canoe Focus, we have tried to keep you up to 
date with all the developments that have been 
taking place. We felt that it would be 

worthwhile stepping back and once again 
showing where all the new bits and pieces fit 
together and when we hope that they will 
become available. As you will see, much of 

what we have been doing has been the 
'Participation' end of the scale. This can be seen 
through the new Paddlers Challenge Logbook. 

STARTING our fl 
PADDLING 
REGULARLY 

MAKING A 
COMMITMENT 

FOCUSING ON 
PERFORMANCE 

GOING FOR GOLD 

For: 7-11 yrs 
Dellvered by: Centres, 

Clubs, Youth Orgs. 
Purpose: To develop good 
padclling skills in the ea~ 
stages retaining children s 
interest 

For: Those completing YPS & older children 
DelheNd by: Pref: 'Club' - based groups 
Purpose: To encourage the young people to apply their new 
skills by 
• practising their paddling regularly 
• taki~ part in events 
• Working on and improving their own performance 

For: Teachers, Instructors and 
Coaches. 
Delivered by: Key tutors as 
partofaworuhop 
Alm: To provide support 
material for introductory 
sessions. It consists of 14 
activities selected by coaches 
as the best in terms of key 
skills, enj~t and 
opportunity for progression, 
for any young paddler 
starting out the aim of the 
pack 

For: Teachers, Coaches, Club 
Helpers, (workshop can be 
customised to the group) 
Dellvered by: Key tutors. 
Purpose: 
• To consider key issues 

around young people 
• To be introduced to 

Paddlesport 
• To be introduced to the 

Paddlepower Schemes 
and Activity Cards. 

For: Older i11ers. 
Dellvered . Centres, 
Clubs, Schoo , Youth 
Organisations. 
Purpose: to assess 
l)l"()ficiency in key paddling 
skills and knowledge. 

Situation Update 
Nos 
1-4 Extensive pilot Autumn 1997, development of workshop 

tutors, launch ICE 1998. 
6 Piloting of Top Club Pack underway with PDOs - first 

accreditation by Jan 1998. 
7 Available Jan 1998 
8 7 in place from Jan 1998 
9 Complete and second edition available Sept. 1997. 
Results Showing Already From Paddlesport Posts 
The new Paddlesport Development Officers have been busy 
since starting their new jobs. Some notable key achievements 
so far are: 
Nottingham/Derby/Leicester (Angela Hampton) 
• A new young paddlers Saturday club (lakeside Adventure 

Base) started at the Waterside Centre, Holme Pierrepont. 
• A new Slalom group meeting at the artificial course. 
• Plans in place to establish a new polo pitch on the Winfield 

Pool. 

Chester/Manchester/Liverpool (john Davies) 
• In Chester area, a new Div 4/5 slalom event was held with 

around 1 00 paddlers attending. Of these only 12 were local 
(What's happened to all those who would like to try out 
slalom in Chester!) WWR taster session held and event to be 
held in August/September. Link established with special 
needs centre. 

• Linking clubs to share common sites in the Marple area. 
• Work to focus more on the Liverpool and Manchester areas 

over the autumn/winter. 
Worcester/Hereford (Graham Campbell) 
• Extended event programme with mini sprint and marathon 

events held at Worcester, Hereford and Fladbury. 
• Intends to stage a mini flat water slalom. 
• Schools/Local Authority/club links established at Worcester. 
• Work to extend into Hereford during autumn/winter. 
London & Thames Valley (Sue Hornby) 
Sue started in post on 1st July and so her first month has been 
spent checking out what is happening in the area and deciding 
where she can work most effectively. lt is too early to expect 
significant achievements but we are sure that there will be news 
for you in the next edition. 
All Paddlesport Officers are in the process of developing a 
quality junior club directory for their area so any child, parent, 
school, teacher or coach that wishes to find a quality junior club 
in their area, will be provided with the RIGHT information. 
The directory will contain information such as: 
• Club name 
• Preferred Canoeing disciplines 
• Age range catered for 
• Number of junior members 
• Junior organiser contact name, address and telephone 

number 
• Junior session time and venue. 

For: Those clubs that want to develop young paddlers. 
Delt.ered by. PDOs who check clubs against criteria & club ambitions or any club who 
wishes to apply. 

~lily assure clubs that do good work with young people & want to do further work 
with them and inform key partners (schools, Local Authorities etc.) of that status. 

• To encourage more dubs to work with young people. 
• To show clubs the role !hey have to play in <feveloping a young paddler. 
• 2 types of TOP CLUB - Top Community Club and Top Performance Club 

For: All clubs and centres, youth organisations & schools 
involved in outreach work. 
Delivered by: Any individual or group. 
Purpose: To attract and motivate youngster to become 
involved in and stay in the sport. · 

For: All canoeing providers within certain areas. 

~te J>cK!dling communities - linking clubs, schools, 
centres, youth organisations together. 

• To set up more low level events 
• To help clubs work to TOP Club status, & nominate clubs. 
• Support clubs in accessing funding 
• To assist in setting up talent identification opportunities 

and development programmes. 

It is also intended that the PDOs will develop a junior newsheet 
for the area that will keep youngsters up to date on what is 
happening where and when and feature articles that are 
important to them. We would also like to get a second hand 
boat 'Exchange & Mart' off the ground in these areas, as it is 
often the purchase/use of boats that prevents a youngster from 
paddling regularly. There is much to do. The 4 individuals are 
going to be busy. 
New Paddlesport Posts. There are going to be 3 more 
Paddlesport posts up for grabs. Rather than decide internally 
where the post should be placed, the BCU Executive has 
decided to allocate the posts through a bidding process and so 
all BCU regions, clubs and disciplines have been circulated with 
the details regarding the ellqibility criteria and Application The 
BCU Executive will then decide in October where the posts will 

For all dubs in supporting their work. 

Applications for the Jobs 
It 1s hoped that the new posts will be 
appointed and start on 1 Jan 1998. The 
next edition of Canoe Focus is not due 
until the end of the year and so it will 

NOT be possible to advertise in the 
same way as we did last time round. It is 
intended to have a special circulation to 
all clubs with the job description and 
details. 

If You or Anyone You Know May be 
Interested In one of the Posts. 
Please contact the BCU and we will send 
you details of the jobs and their location 
as soon as they become available. It is 

envisaged that the closing date for 
applications will be mid November and 
interviews during late November, early 
December. 
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CE) very year my RAF Squadron spends 2-3 
weeks at Elmendorf Air Force Base. 
Normally, when in Alaska, we fly 
intensively, this year we were deployed 

over the July 4th holiday, and the Americans were 
kind enough to close the base for 4 days, giving us 
no choice but to find some alternative pursuits to 
fill our time. The rest of the guys fancied doing 
some white-water rafting, so if we could combine 
both trips, Sweaty and I would have a river guide 
and safety boat, and the rafters would have 
someone to recover lost kit and take some 
interesting photo's. Sweaty and I set off to Alaska 
Kayak to hire some kit. It was well stocked with a 
range of plastic fun-boats, but mainly had sea 
kayaks and large open Canadians. 

Alaska's rivers are Glacial-fed and only go into 
spate during and after periods of exceptional 
warmth. The rivers were all in spate returning 
glacial water to the sea. Roger from the hire shop's 
final words of reassurance, as he waved my 
indemnity forms were 'the rivers running about 4 
times its normal level for this time of year, so the 
paddling's great, but you guys sure be careful to 
miss them holes, they're seriously bad fun.' A deep 
swallow and nod knowingly 

The Matanuska lies 3 hours north of 
Anchorage, and the journey is spectacular, with 
large valleys and huge snow covered peaks in 
abundance. We met up with the guides, changed 
and left our kit at the finish and all piled back into 
the wagons to drive to the start point. We had 3 into a slow 
guides, one for each raft. One of them, Ron, was 
an experienced canoeist. He briefed us on the 
river: There are some huge stoppers today, but 
none of them are lethal, you'll be able to get out of 
one end or the other. When you see a big white 
rock on the right bank though, go left. On the 
right is a massive hole thai: is swallowing rafts and 
I'm pretty sure a canoe will not make it, don't 
worry though its easy to see. If in doubt go left 
and you'll be fine.' Time for another deep swallow. 

We got onto the water to try our boats out. 



Feature: Alaska Focus 

a huge paddling frenzy to break free. There were 
massive standing waves and huge haystacks. One 
series of three were so tall that my shortened 
kayak would not ride them but punched through 
the middle of each. I was so disorientated by the 3 
hits and the debilitating cold that I started to set 
up for a roll, only to break out into brilliant 
sunshine. I continuously tried to shake the water 
from my eyes to see that damned white rock. 
Everything I'd experienced so far made me 
determined to miss that big hole. We rounded 
another bend and whilst on top of a wave I 
glanced ahead and saw some huge stoppers. I 
thought I'd picked a good course through them 
but I had missed the tell tale smoothness of a 
submerged rock. Too late I realised my mistake 
and dropped into a wall of water and at about 45 
degrees to a massive stopper. I managed to stay 
upright, but the force of the water was 
unbelievable and instantly the canoe stood up on 
its stern. Gravity won and it crashed down, luckily 
at a perfect 90 degrees to the stopper. I needed no 
second chance and went into paddling-frenzy 
mode again. For what seemed like a week nothing 
happened and then inch by inch the canoe broke 
free. I paddled clear and angled the canoe to get a 
look at Sweaty, but unfortunately he was upside 
down. At least he was clear of the stopper. I hit 
another series of haystacks and stoppers and 
finally found a breakout. I spotted Sweaty and a 
few powerful strokes later he joined me in the 
break-out. Sweaty has a way with words and 
proved it by swearing consecutively for 52 times 
and incredibly never repeating the same word. I 
took this as meaning all was well and I broke in 
again to catch up with the rafters. 

The river was unrelenting, after a long series 
of rapids I spotted all the rafts in the first large 
breakout I had seen. I joined them and was 
relieved to learn that this was the lunch stop. We 
had paddled just over 5 miles of continuous 
rapids in freezing water and I was feeling it. 
Sweaty appeared and looked exhausted. He had 
rolled six times and found it hard going. He was 

THE 

shaking a lot but assured me that it was just 
the effects of an adrenaline overdose. During 
a wonderful lunch I asked Ron how far it was 
to the big white rock. I had been examining 
every pebble so far for signs of whiteness as I 
was determined to miss that hole. When Ron 
told me it was about 3 miles upstream I went 
all cold even though it was about 28 
degrees!! Somehow I had completely missed 
a 40 tonne white monolith that can be seen 
from over 30 miles away!! 

Lunch was over all too soon. Sweaty said 
he wanted to reshoot the fall just above our 
lunch spot so we carried the canoes upstream 
for 200 yards and set off. We rejoined the 
rafters and continued downstream. We 
immediately hit a large series of waves and 
haystacks one of which flipped me 180 degrees so 
I was facing upstream. I dropped sideways into a 
large stopper and was instantly capsized. The 
temperature difference was colossal and instantly I 
had a massive crushing headache. I set up for a 
roll as quickly as possible, before everything was 
in position, up popped this lovely little kayak. I 
was getting to like it a lot. I understood now why 
Sweaty looked so bad. My dunking had really 
knocked me for six. For some reason I was having 
difficulty breathing properly, and felt instantly 
exhausted. I battled on and my confidence started 
to increase. 

We approached a road bridge, and from 200 
yards away I saw the cars stop and their occupants 
rush to the edge to wave us on. I managed to wave 
as we were swept under the bridge and was met 
by spectacular cheers and cries from those above. I 
was determined not to go in again and was getting 
used to the huge rugby tackling stoppers. We 
rounded a few more bends and then saw Ron and 
the rafts in a breakout by a small beach. I broke 
out and was pleasantly surprised to learn that this 
was the end. We had covered about 12 river miles, 
nine of them being on moving white water. The 
longest rapid we shot was a little over 5 miles and 
between us we had rolled 7 times. Most 

meet us and was soon 
telling us of the other 
great paddling rivers in 
Alaska. Ron caught us 
at a weak moment, 
when we were still 
euphoric at finishing, 
and managed to get us 
to agree to shoot Six 
Mile Canyon, when we 
go back next year. In 
his words '6 miles of 
the finest white water 
paddling in North 
America, with 
continuous grade 5, 
you guys have just got 
to do it.' Stupidly we 
both nodded like the 
experts we were not. At 
least this time we have 
a year to train before 
next years visit, so who 
knows, this could be 
chapter one of 
'Adventures with 
Sweaty!!!' 



Focus News, Information & Events: Access 

River Wye the Proposed 
Navigation Order 

Management of Access 
Article by 

John Westlake, 

LAO for the River 

Wye in England. 

3 3 Golden Vale, 

Churchdown, 

Gloucester 

GL32LU 

Tel/fax: 

01452 531218 

A s is well known the BCU as 
the Governing Body accepts 
the principle of - 
management of limited 

resources. This should be on an 
equitable basis with due regard to all 
legitimate interests and sustainability 
of the environment. 

There is a finite number of miles of 
paddleable water in the UK. That 
which can be legally paddled is only a 
percentage of that mileage. This is due 
to the constraints of the law and the 
absence of access agreements. 

As the Governing Body, the BCU, 
which is in receipt of public funding 
must operate within the law. The 
access team take all opportunities to 
try to influence a change in the law to 
benefit all canoeists. 

There are many water oriented 
recreational activities apart from 
canoeing that have legitimate claims 
to use the water and with the present 
social changes and the increase in 
leisure time one can predict more 
activity as there is in canoeing. 

Clearly the future must be shared 
use of the limited water we have on a 
fair shares for all basis. To achieve this, 
whilst good will and informal 

processes have their place, the time 
inevitably comes when more formal 
management becomes necessary. The 
reality is that this is happening 
whether we like it or not and to be 
involved in and to influence the 
management process is seen by the 
BCU as the way forward. 

The Wye 
The Wye used to be a commercial 
navigation with locks and weirs. 
Around 1850 with the advent of the 
railways the commercial traffic 
declined and since then the river has 
renaturalised into what is seen by 
responsible canoeists as a beautiful, 
tranquil environment ideal for training, 
recreation and touring. As one of my 
'contacts' wrote "it is the closest thing 
in the UK to wilderness paddling". 

Users will know the river has 
changed even over the last few years - 
low flows - less salmon - siltation etc. 
There are various reasons for these 
changes both natural and man made 
and for future generations we must 
preserve the wildlife, including the 
fish, the flora and fauna and water 
quality to retain this beauty. In the 
long term planned action will be 

needed to achieve this. 
Over the years formal and informal 

management has developed, i.e. the 
river is an SSSI and is being considered 
for SAC status (Special Area of 
Conservation). The Gloucester 
Harbour Trustees are the Navigation 
Authority for the river below Bigsweir 
Bridge. Also various statutory bodies 
have powers in respect to the river 
catchment and its use. 

In respect of canoeing there are 
formal voluntary access agreements on 
the upper Wye. There are public 
landing sites such as at Brockweir and 
Hay. There are established sites for 
access where riparian owners allow 
their land to be used, i.e. The Toll 
Bridge at Whitney and at Glasbury 
Common. Many canoeists have 
contact with farmers and riparian 
owners where they camp and are 
permitted access. 

Other river interests have grown 
up such as the River Wye Preservation 
Trust and organisations representing 
riparian owners and angling interests. 

Since the Wye Project in the early 
l 990's these have all been brought 
together by formation of the WYE 
FORUM a user group where the many 
users, wildlife interests, riparian 
owners, angling interests, English 
Nature and many others can work 
together for everyone's benefit. 
WyeMAG (a political group) has an 
input. Both this and the FORUM are 
sponsored by the Environment Agency 
who take away the views expressed. 

There are also other initiatives such 
as the WYE FOUNDATION which is 
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News, Information & Events: Access 
improving the upper tributaries to 
allow salmon to increase. Also the 
present BCU negotiations to try to 
secure the Symonds Yat Rapid for 
canoeing which would allow them to 
be improved - environmentally - for 
our use and remove an area of 
potential conflict. 

With all the pressures of use and 
Tourism on the catchment informal 
and formal management will become 
vital. The BCU believes that even if the 
Environment Agency is confirmed as 
the Navigation Authority, which is 
considered a better outcome than 
perhaps finishing with several different 
navigation authorities, the present 
arrangement should continue and the 
powers the Agency would have should 
not be exercised until these 
arrangements prove ineffective. This 
view is well known to the Agency. 

Focus 

The Draft Order 
The NRA undertook an informal 
consultation from October 1995 and 
applied for a formal Order to become 
the Navigation Authority for the Wye 
and the Lugg in March 1996. 

Since the original consultation 
document, whilst arguing that formal 
powers were premature, we have been 
continually in discussion and 
negotiation with the NRA, the EA and 
the Parliamentary Agents to improve, 
for the benefit of all canoeists, both 
the original draft Order at the end of 
1995 and the formal draft Order which 
was the subject of the Public Inquiry. 
Once the Order had been applied for 
it was necessary to follow to the letter 

the formal procedure of legal 
objections, statement of case, proof of 
evidence and the presentation of our 
case at the Public Inquiry. 

The whole process has involved 
our legal advisors, Counsel, and the 
Sports Council as well as the very 
many Contacts who have given me 
the benefit of their opinions. This 
process in common with other 
objectors resulted in the EA promoting 
some 50 amendments to the proposed 
Order. Some of which addressed BCU 
concerns particularly where it is 
essential that canoeists have a formal 
right to be consulted over the exercise 
of powers under the Order. 

It is an enabling Order which gives 
the EA powers to manage the rivers. If 
it is confirmed in its present form 
there are some important matters for 
canoeists: 
• Many powers would have to be 

exercised in consultation with the 
Wye Navigation Advisory 
Committee, a statuary committee 
set up by the Order on which the 
BCU and WCA would each have a 
right to a seat. 

• Some powers - such as Bylaws - 
would need formal Ministerial 
approval only after the process of 
public participation as applied to 
the Order. 

• The Order now specifically excludes 
the right to build new locks and 
weirs. 

• Serious legal concerns about the 
replacement right of navigation will 
be addressed satisfactorily. 

• On the emotive issue of charges it 

is recognised that any package of 
management powers cannot 
exclude a power to raise money. 
There would not be a charge for 
navigating and using the river. 
Charges for services and facilities 
are matters to be dealt with if the 
power to charge is exercised. 
Canoeists will have a right to 
express formal opinions through 
the WNAC. Our experience so far 
of other EA Advisory Committees 
and our negotiations on the Wye 
shows that the Agency ream 
respond to a sound argument and 
voting power is not all it is about. 

• We recognise the need to repeal 
various old Acts of Parliament. 
However, the Agency responded to 
our argument to save clauses that 
relate to the rights of navigation. 

• The original proposals for 
Navigation permits and an "Upper 
Wye Permitting Committee" were 
dropped. 

• We have made clear that failure to 
have the right to seats on the 
WNAC and thus to remove our 
right to be consulted is central to 
our entire case. 

One More Thank You 
I have one more thank you - to 
Veronica, my wife, who has spent so 
many hours typing all the paperwork I 
have produced over the last two years, 
not only for this Order but for the 
Access and the other BCU matters in 
which I am involved. Also for all her 
patience and support in becoming so 
involved in what is happening. 

CANOE & OUTDOOR EQUIPMEN 
& SERVICES SUPPLIER 

Canoe • Kayak • Climb • Camp 
Cave • Ski • Surf e Raft 

BCU Approved Centre 
White Water Rafting Available Throughout the Year 

Kayak Demo Facilities 
Over 500 Parking Spaces 

For all your outdoor adventure needs come 
to 'Faur Seasons' 

44 The Bank 
Barnard Castle 
County Durham 

DL128PN 
Tel 01833 637829 • 

Teesside White 
Water Course 
Tees Barrage 

Cleveland TS18 2QW 
Tel: 01642 678000 
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Competition: Slalom 

British Canoe Slalom 
The Way Forward 
(f anoe Slalom is a Club -based 

sport- these Clubs are the r ) Slalom Committee and decide 
~ on policy at the AGM held in 

November each year. 
We hope that sufficient Clubs 

showed interest and attend a meeting to 
finalise proposals from Manchester 
Canoe Club's paper below for this year's 
AGM to be held on 22 November. 

A New Format For Slalom 
To provide easier access to events for all. 
Particularly Clubs, Families, Schools & 
Youth Groups. 

Clubs willing to support this move 
and wishing to be involved in the 
creation should contact: Manchester 
Canoe Club, 2 The Ceal, Compstall, 
Stockport, SK6 5LQ Tel: 0161 427 7324. 

The Multi-Divisional Event 
to include Div.2 down to 
Div. 5 
A Basic Outline. 
Event Courses need to be Graded and 
published in Event Details, e.g. a Div.2 
Site would be Graded 2, but at 
somewhere like Holme Pierrepont the 
organiser would have to specify and 
guarantee the grade that is being aimed 
for. Events not matching the advertised 
grading would be liable to be removed 
from the Calendar. 
Entries accepted from anyone in Div 2. 

To Div. 5 
Results for each Division to be 

calculated separately. 
Ranking System for end of year 

promotion. 
Promotion "on the day" only 

applicable to those classes at the 
advertised course grade. 

Team Events on Saturday with Club 
Teams comprised of any Divisions. 

Some Advantages 
1 More potential entries. 
2 Greater opportunity for Individuals, 
Clubs and Families to attend events, and 
to share expenses. 
3 Paddlers can choose their water 
difficulty. This could prevent the losses 
that occur when paddlers are promoted 
beyond their ability; would allow direct 
access to exciting water for those who 
consider themselves capable; and cater 
for the more mature/heavier paddler 
impeded by shallow water courses. 
4 Revitalise the Team event, sadly missed 
by many. 
5 Improve Club allegiance, (A BCU Sports 
Council objective) 
6 Provide improved coaching 
opportunities through experienced 
paddlers assisting the newcomers. 

Problems 
The usual criticism is - how do you cater 
for all capabilities on one course? 

Probably the most successful event is 
the Inter-Club event held at Cardington. 
Here all Divisions compete happily 
against their peers from Prem. down to 
Div 5. Why then is this not possible at all 
events? The Veterans Division has a 
similar system, why not for all 
Competitors from Div 2. to Div. 5? Canoe 
Sprint, Marathon and WWR cater for all 
capabilities, practically every other sport 
does as well. Why not Slalom? 

For those who don't like the idea 
nothing has changed they can still 
attend their events as they always have. 

How Would You Judge It? 
The Inter-Club system is that every Club 
has to provide at least one Judge. This 
could be used but has to be modified to 
include an input from those who do not 
belong to Clubs. We would suggest that 
any Team must provide a judge. (This 
allows any 4 paddlers/supporters to 
decide between themselves who will 
judge that weekend. Those independents 
wishing to take part in the Team event 
could also form teams. Those putting in a 
scratch entry would be expected to 
provide a judge). 

Requirements 
As it is necessary to limit the number of 
Clubs attending (no more than 2 Club 
Representatives per Club) Clubs are asked 
to submit any criticisms on the basic 
outline below and state why they 
consider their Club should be 
represented. (Negative criticism without 
a positive solution will be unhelpful). 

We do need input from both 
dedicated Slalom Clubs and those for 
whom Slalom is just another form of 
canoeing. 

Although the initial brief is to create 
a Multi-Divisional System for Divisions 2 
to 5 it can be shown that there are some 
advantages to be had by considering the 
Pyramid Approach recommended by the 
Working Party and tailoring it into an 
integrated system. Therefore possible 
changes to Premier and Division 1 will be 
outline and may be presented as separate 
motions to the AGM. 

The Nitty Gritty 
The following points need to be 
considered, further points may arise 
from Clubs replies. The items in italics 
are not integral to the Multi-Divisional 
system but may be discussed if their is 
sufficient time and a consensus of 
opinion is that further Motions should 
be put to the AGM. 
1 Set up a small committee to ensure 
Course Grading is consistent under 
normal conditions. 
2 Entries to events limited to 150 plus 
previous two weeks promotees. (This is to 
prevent over- subscription to popular 
events and discourage late entries). 
3 Entry fees to be determined by the 
Grade of Course set. (This is to ease the 

load on organisers, and encourage use of 
lower graded courses). 
4 Team Entries open to any Div 2-5 
paddler. Full and Individual Entries to 
Team events must be accompanied by a 
Judges Entry - paddler or non-paddler. 
5 Teams to be awarded inverse number 
of points. Clubs accumulating the 
greatest number of points awarded a 
Team Prize. Points collected throughout 
the year to determine entry into Inter 
Club Event. 
6 Determine a promotional system. 
(Consider reverting to Percentage System of 
Ranking. This provides a more accurate 
indication of the relative abilities of 
paddlers, and removes the need to decide 
what constitutes a Quorate Event. (A single 
paddler would receive 1 00% which 
recognises their attendance by would not 
affect year end promotions). 
7 Determine the number of Promotions 
'on the day' to provide an acceptable 
level of incentive without over filling 
higher divisions. "On the day" 
promotions limited to Div 3 to Div 5. 
Competitors when competing on their 
relevant course difficulty. Any competitor 
in a lower Division whose result would 
have given x% if paddling in a higher 
Division also promoted) 
8 Div 2 to Div 1 promotion to be 
determined by a series of 'Selection" 
events, the number to be promoted to 
be equal to the number demoted. 
(Preferably on Div. 1 sites left vacant after 
combining of Div 1 and Prem. This would 
also benefit the first demotees as they 
would still be paddling the courses they 
enjoy and also offer some advantage to 
them when seeking re-promotion). 
9 Although the Multi-Divisional system 
could be introduced under the current 
calendar format it would be beneficial if 
Multi-Divisional events were no closer 
than 100 miles apart on any one 
weekend. (This means ... an event within 
50 miles of most paddlers every 
weekend, the necessity of early entry into 
popular events, and a residue of paddlers 
for the less popular events). It would also 
be beneficial if there were no Multi 
Divisional event within 200 miles of a 
Prem/Div 1 event. (This is to encourage 
support and judging at these events). 

The Multi-Divisional System expands 
paddler choice and benefits social 
arrangements. Owing to the short time 
available to us it is essential for ~ 
clubs to offer their opinions and 1; 1~ 

services immediately. 

No incentive for those who have reached 
their peak. 
Double events result in over-promotion 
and regretted loss of Team Event. 

Club Coaches unable to attend all events 

Club members unable to assist at a Club 
promotion if attending their Ranking 
Event. - 

Multi-DI\ 
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When you volunteer to help run a sports club you can soon run 
yourself ragged. Well, now help is just a phone call away. 

Running Sport is a programme of workshops and materials specially 
designed to give people like you all the tips and techniques you need 
to get the best from your club and the people in it 

So get off the treadmill and get on the phone. 

. - runn1n 
SP 

ENGLISH 
SPORTS 
COUNCIL 

Or does it 
run you? 

To find out more about 

Running Sport (and how little 

it all costs), phone our 

local-call hotline on 

0345 585136 



Focus Competition: Sprint 

7th Junior World Canoe Racing Championships 
Lahti, Finland. 20-22 July. er here were 45 nations 

competing in the 7th 
Junior World Racing 
Championships which 

were held on a 1300m long natural 
lake in Lahti, which is 60 miles north 
of Helsinki. 

All of the Great Britain Team 
reached the semi-finals, in their 
respective events, where they were 
eliminated. Competitors were 
entered in all of the Junior Men 
Kayaks events. They raced over 
500m and 1 00Om on the 9 lane 
course. The only Great Britain Junior 
woman competing was Abigail 
Cattle (Reading). Her 4th position in 
the 500m semi-final in a time of 2 
minutes 06.664 seconds brought her 
within 2 seconds of qualifying for 
the final and was only 4 seconds 
down on the winner of her semi 
final. Abigail will still be a junior at 
the time of the next Junior World 
Championships, which are to be 
held in Croatia in two years time. 

Damien Chapman (Nottingham) 
achieved his best result in the 500m 
singles but this was 4 seconds away 
from qualifying for the final. 

The double kayak of Daniel 
Matthews and Paul Prestwood, both 
from Gailey, achieved their best ever 
time of 3 minutes 37.444 seconds in 
the 1000m semi-final. This was 5.6 
seconds behind the slowest qualifier 
in their semi-final. Both of these 
paddlers will still be juniors for next 
years Junior European 

Championships to be held in 
Nykoping, Sweden. 

The K4 crew of Peter Burbridge 
(Reading), Keith Moule 
(Chelmsford), Adam Kennedy 
(Fladbury) and Richard Darby 
Dowman (Elmbridge) contains three 
paddlers who will still be juniors in 
future years. Taking part in such a 
major event will have been a useful 
experience for them. 

The competitors were supported 
by Trevor Weatherall, Russell Jones, Above: Abigail Cattle 
Ron Thorogood and Teresa Bland 
who are looking forward, with such 
a young team, to their performances 
in the future. 

Of the 45 competing nations 12 
won medals, 7 of these won gold 
medals. The most medals were won 
by Hungary 98), second was Poland 
with 7 and joint third with 6 were 
Russia and Germany. The Ukraine 
came fourth with 5 and fifth was 
Rumania with 4. There were only 3 
countries not in the former 
European bloc who won medals, 
Denmark won one gold, Spain won 
2 silver and Argentina won a silver 
and a bronze 

Laurence Oliver - Manager 

Right: Danny Matthews and 
Paul Prestwood 

The 1997 Paddling Challenge 
([ 

oyal Canoe Club hosted over 7Q paddlers for the 
races held on 26 July. The Master race was first 
and was won by Andy Morton from Scotland. He 
managed to fend off strong challenges from John 

West of Wey and Lynn Williams of Royal. The Senior and 
Junior Ladies Paddling Challenge Cup followed. The race 
being held over a 5000 metre course. The first lady to win 
this trophy was Anna Hemmings of Elmbridge. The junior 
races saw the spoils divided between Elmbridge and Royal. 

The Paddling Challenge race had the best entry of the 
afternoon with over 30 paddlers on the start line. After a 
frantic first 1500 metres, Tim Brabants and James Block 
broke away from a chasing group of Duncan Blyth, Duncan 
Roeser, Steve Baker, James Clark and Scott Hynds. This 
group managed to drop Hynds - but this was not as 
impressive as Brabants dropping Block on the last lap to 
finish some 100 metres ahead. Blyth was able to lead the 
chasing group home to take third place. Thanks to the 
generous support of Fuller Smith and Turner (the club's beer 
suppliers) there was prize money for the winners. 

The evening started with an open C2 race in 'one 
design' boats. The Club has 15 of these Pyranha boats 
which are a copy of the original C2s that were raced in the 
early part of the century. Being more streamlined than 
standard touring C2s they provided an exciting race. 
Experience was the key and former World Bronze medallists 
Mike Philip and John Griffiths won the prize pot of nearly 
£50, The day was rounded off with a BBQ and 
entertainment from a jazz band. 

Next year we hope to run the Paddling Challenge races 
on the same weekend as the Royal Regatta. With camping 
facilities available at the Club, this should make a journey 
worthwhile for many more people. 

Sprint Regatta At Royal 
Sat 2nd August saw the resurrection of the Royal Sprint 
Regatta held on the Thames at Teddington. 

This event however has evolved a long way from the 
days of 'dodging the Merry Thames' and 'jumping on the 
wash of the nearest competitor'. This year saw held starts, a 
buoyed course and closure of the river. The result was a well 
organised, orderly regatta, almost resembling those at 
Nottingham. With the exception of the weather, which was 
perfect! The racing, especially that in Men's A, was equally 
as high class and exciting. Grayson Bourne winning 3 events. 

The regatta was well supported and not just by local 
clubs. The ladies filled 4 boats in the K4 final, as did the 
senior A men. Quite a spectacle for those enjoying a 
Saturday afternoon constitutional along the Thames. 

Local regattas might be the way forward to promoting 
sprint racing, making it cheaper and more enjoyable than 
trekking to Nottingham and enduring often unfavourable 
conditions. Royal would like to thank everyone for their 
support and hope to develop this into a prestigious event in 
the calendar. Article by James Clark 

Selected results. 
Senior Men Kl. 
Women Kl. 
Glrls ABC K 1. 
Boys ABC K 1. 
Glrls D Kl. 
Vet Men Kl. 
Ellte Mens K4 

1. Watkins. 2. Lewis 3. Farrell. 
1. B Train. 2. A Hemmings 3. R Train 
1. Hunter 2. Spencer 3. Matilda 
1. Seaford 2. Bury 3. Bale 
1. Goodall 2. Ferrier 3. Dale 
1. Farrell 2. Hunter 3. Wetherall 
1 . Van Someren/Battershell/Bourne/Darby- 

Dowman 
2. Roeser/Clark/Watkins/Train 
3. Wynne/Shaw/Pickett/Burgoyne 
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"The Canoe Shop 
for paddlers in 

LONDON 
and the 

SOUTHEAST' 

"'ZI)~ 0/ 07'.;, w w w 
.Y!/ ;/ r)'.:,, BEST SELECTION 

OF BOATS & 
ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE 

BCU APPROVED CANOE SCHOOL 

WE ARE NEARER 
THAN YOU THINK 

5 Mins. from M20/M26 
10 Mins. from M25 
20 Mins. from Dartford s,,,,_,. 
45 Mins. from ChanMI Tunnel 

WE ARE OPEN 
Tuesday 10.00 - 5.00 
Wednesday 10.00 - 12.30, 
Thursday 12.30 - 7.30 
Friday 10.00 • 5.00 
Saturday 10.00 • 5.30 
Other,,,,,.. by •rr.,.~ 

KENT CANOE SERVICES 
New House Farm, Kemslng Road, 

Wrotham, Sevenoaks, Kent TN15 7BU 
TEL: (01732) 886688 

PADDLE 
SPORT 

Whitewater or Recreation 
Whatever Yau Paddle 

One of the largesc comprehensively stocked 
showrooms in the UK First class service and friendly 
expert advice from experienced staff, easy parking and 
full workshop facilities plus 20 acre teaching and demo 

lake all within a superb country park setting. 

Interest Free Credit 
Written details on request 

BEST DEAL •N THE UI 
II 111 (retail p1rchases over £2951 

Gorilla Technology is part of The P&H Company, Station Road, West Hallam, 
Derbys. DE7 6HB. Tel: (0 I 15) 9320155 Fax: (0115) 9327177 

12 months blade br e a k a g e g ua t an tee on all rodeo blades 

Instant Mail Order Service &ffl 
01926 640573 - 

free u, ••••• ., •• 
•Ill ...,..Wi11 la1aks • 
••••••• •••• lli.ity 

Group Buyers Package Deals 
Eli. &kayaks+ ••cu+ ,a•••+...,, 

ai•s fro• £1681 inc Ill 1111 •••••••.• 

Our contract service is INICGlilft:a none. We understand:ti 
importance of delivery dates, quality and after u• ........._ 
our years of specialist experience ensure that you get the. rig' 
equipment at the right price - Enry t:lae. Whether you are • 
Local Authority, Club, HM Forces, Centre, School, University; 

Scouts etc. 'lbu can rely on us. · 

Paddlesport Internet 
Web Site Address: http://www.paddlesport.eo.uk/ 

E-Mail Address: info@paddlesport.co.uk. 

Approved Centre 
1 - 4 Star Kayak courses 

1 & 2 Star Open Canoe courses 
Introduction to White Water Kayaking 

Canoe Safety Test Training & Assessment 
Tailor made courses to suit your needs 

COVENTRY 
Open 9.30 - 5.30 Mon-Sat 

& most Sundays & Bank Holidays. 

PARK FARM ESTATE 
COMPTON VERNEY, 
WARKS CV35 9HJ 
TEL: 01926 640573 

IIANIIURY FAX: 01926 641932 



Focus 

.. 

Competition: Marathon 

The Scottish Marathon 
SERIES REPORT 
(] 

his summer saw the 
inauguration of an attractive 
new series of marathon and 
1 Ok events in Scotland; in 

fact, five events held over only eight 
days at the end of June. In its first year 
the entries were fairly substantial with 
over 40 paddlers in some races, 
including a fair number of competitors 
who had travelled up from south of 
the border. 

Loch Ken is only 50, miles from 
Carlisle, so it makes a reasonably 
accessible venue for the· first two 
events held over the first weekend. 
What is more, the start and finish 
points for both events are right beside 
a first class campsite with excellent 
facilities. Tents can be pitched and cars 
parked within thirty metres of the start 
line! The first race, a modest 1 Ok race, 
is on Saturday evening, to allow those 
travelling long distances plenty of time 
to reach Loch Ken. Those with 
nightmare memories of the Hasler 
event at Loch Ken in 1996 can rest 
assured that such gales are actually 
quite rare in this part of Scotland. 
What is more the loch is really no more 
than a wide river with many bends and 
islands, so any waves are usually of 

minimal height. It is actually much 
flatter than the Thames! 

After the first weekend, visitors 
have two days in which to drive to 
Loch Lomond, some 130 miles north 
of Loch Ken. Loch Lomond is definitely 
worth a visit with its many islands, 
some of which are inhabited. One 
island even boasts a nudist colony 

(those wishing to investigate further 
should send a SAE and a cheque for 
£25 to the author of this article, who 
will then disclose the name of the 
island) Another island has a beautiful 
sandy beach for bathing, another a 
pub, and yet another has a flock/herd 
or whatever, of wallabies! They are 
about as difficult to spot as the nudists. 

KCS - DUAL PURPOSI! KAYAK & CANOE TROLLEY/ CAR LOADl!R 
This Is the only trolley available ANYWHERE that can be used BOTH as a trolley and to get your kayak or canoe on/off your car roof. 

The solution to solo loading problems and high roofed vehicles such as vans and off roaders 
Corrosion impervious, almost indestructible, proplex. Packs very compactly. 175 kg capacity. Solid tired or pneumatic wheels 

Includes KCS strap & car clips. standard wi-ted £79.90. Pneumatic wi-ted £99.90. Wide Canoe Trolley £120.00. Prices inc. VAT. Fits any vehicle. 
KCS • KAYAK CRADLES 

10 TIMES THE GRIP AND SUPPORT OF OTHER 'J' BARS. 4" wide, 12 mm thick, corrosion impervious, almost indestructible and unbreakable proplex, 
Slightly flexible to mould to the hull shape of your boat. 10 mm thick closed cell foam. Slots for straps. Quick & simple to secure your boat. Bow and stem lines 

unnecessary. Designed for sea kayaks - by sea kayakers. The ultimate car top protection for your boat. £49.90 pair inc VAT & KCS straps. 
KCS-STRAPS 

Stainless steel, Wide Opening Buckle. Woven polyprop - Cannot absorb water. K.-.-c. CBPU'I_.. •-- woven in yellow on black. 
Straps that Won't rot! Won't stretch! Won't break! 25 mm x 3 metre for Kayaks - £5.50 pair & 5 metre for Canoes -£6.50 pair inc. VAT 

KCS - KAYAK AND CANOE PORTAGE SLINGS 
100mm wide, almost unbreakable straps to allow a group to easily and safely cany loaded kayaks or canoes. Soft cushioned handles 

THE KCS RANGE IS .ALSO AVAILABLE FROM : NS Watersports, Br-nk canoes, Capel canoes, carllsle canoes, Kayaks Northwest, Kayaks & P-les, 
Kent canoe Services, Not Just Sport, Ottersports, The P & H Company, Knoydart Kayaking Systems and The Watershed 

BREATHING 
DRYSUITS 

in 5 sty_les 
All at Manufacturers Direct Prices 

Ri.N~~ , !$Uk= ::z 
--- -G) -LTD 

Zurich Sports Sunglosses, Climate Control Underwear, 
Breaker Shorts & longs ond Mony More Accessories 

Ravenspring ltd, Ford Road, Totnes 
Industrial Estate, Totnes, Devon TQ9 5lQ 
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Competition: Marathon Focus 
The Wednesday night race on Loch Lomond is followed by a visit 

to the local pub in Drymen which serves first class bar suppers well 
away from the depredation of the Scottish midges. The week finishes 
with a visit to the River Tay. The crystal clear waters of the Tay pass 
through the most beautiful countryside from Dunkeld to the 'fair city' 
of Perth. But the last event is a fairly tough marathon of 23 miles which 
includes the Stanley to Thistle grade 2 to 3 white water section used in 
the winter for river racing. In 1969 the Tay was the venue for the British 
Marathon Championships and for many years in the seventies and 
eighties the Dunkeld to Perth section was the last stage of a tough 
four-stage, two-day marathon from the west end of Loch Tay to Perth. 
Those who have taken part in this memorable event will be interested 
to learn that we hope to resurrect the event to mark the end of the 
millennium. 

So get your diaries out now and book a week's racing in Scotland 
in the last week of June - you won't regret it. 

Further information on the 1998 series can be obtained 
from: Andy Morton, 3 Park Place, DOLLAR, FK14 lAA. 
(01259 742288) 

Results summary - 
1997 series. 
1st race 10k on loch Ken 21st June 
1st Jaames Clark 45.00 
2nd Ian Wynne 45.01 
3rd Alan Tordoff 45.01 
4th Andy Morton 45.1 7 

2nd race K2 Marathon on loch 
Ken 22nd June 
1st Clark/Wynne 1.29.20 
2nd Caven/Kelly 1.29.20 
3rd Morton/Tordoff 1.29.26 
4th Grimmwood/Kellyl .29.30 

3rd race Kl Marathon on loch 
Lomond 25th June 
1st Alan Tordoff 
2nd Andy Morton 
3rd Ian Wynne 
4th Andy Kelly 

1.05.15 
1.05.19 
1.06.00 
1.06.05 

4th race 10k on the River Tay 
27th June 
1st Alan Torodoff 
2nd Richard Lang 
3rd Andy Morton 
4th Ian Wynne 

39.45 
39.46 
40.24 
42.20 

5th race 23 mlle Marathon on the 
River Tay 29th June 
1st Alan Tordoff 2.27.31 
2nd James Clark 2.28.04 
3rd Andy Morton 2.28.14 
4th Richrad Lang 2.29.27 

Short course winners: (open to 
division 4 paddlen and below + 
vets) 3k 
21 June Matthew Yost Loch Ken 
22 June Les Kirkpatrick Loch Lomond 
25 June Andrew Preston Tay 
29 June Stuart Smith 

White Water 
Consultancy 

Royal Canoe Club 
Kingston Marathon 1997 
216 people lined up on the various start lines for the race. 
The top level Juniors and seniors were competing In 
assessment races· over 15 miles while normal divisions were 
offered for other competitors. There were large entries from 
the London and South East Clubs as this was the final Hasler 
qualifier of the year. The course produced some fairly 
challenging conditions as the weather was warm and there 
were plenty of pleasure cruisers! One of the more notable 
results was that of Ivan Lawler and Helen GIiby managing 4th 
place In the senior men's assessment race. Each competitor 
received a free lunch provided by Manuels Bakers as well as 
other goodies. The prizes of embroidered polo shirts and 
towels were presented to the winners by former double 
World Champion Jeremy West and Andrew Trotman, one of 
the event' s sponsor~. 

Thanks are due to all those who made the event so 
successful - especially the following sponsors: Bentalls, WIiiis 
Corroon Credit, Dodge Group, Kirton Kayaks, Eclipse Racing, 
Trotman and Bushy Park Lodge. · 

Article by James Clark 

White Water Consuhancy carries a bigger stock of 
boats and accessories than any other UK shop. 

At our Carmarthen superstore you can try out and buy 
any boats you want - we can even sell you the trailer 

to take them away. 
Our consultancy and delivery services are the best. 
We advise and supply the Ministry of Defence, HM 
Prison Service, Scouts and Guides, Universities and 

Schools, National and International coaching centres 
and individual canoeing champions, 

&,:.it--'throughout Britain and the World. 



Focus Feature: Japan 

apan to appear on TY. 
Nice hotels, nice guid 
ed tours and nice 

appearance fee. 

(1) his visit however was under slightly 
different circumstances, so waking up 
in a grave yard in the centre of Tokyo, 
brought home just how far removed 

this trip was from the five star hotel one I had had 
last time. The grave yard was the only free, quiet 
spot l could find in the early hours of the 
seemingly never sleeping city. The other rafting 
guides, who had also travelled down from the 
small town of Minakami (which is two hours 
north of Tokyo) where we were based, had 
decided to not sleep at all but to dance the night 
away at one of the many night-dubs in the seedy 
area of Rappongi. About 8AM, I started to hear 
their shouts, as they tried to find me. So I jumped 
over the spiked fence of my unusual bedroom 
and together we proceeded to the TV station. 
This was our reason for our trip to Tokyo, 
interviews for a popular TV show called 
'Challenger on Fire' that gives away a cash prize 
for a competition each week. We had heard that 
the next one would involve whitewater and 
inflatable canoes which sounded like a raft guides 
calling. 

Just about all the rafting guides from the 
company went down for the interview which I 
guess summed up the season so far. The lure of 
Yen had brought many guides over from Australia 
and NZ, but the season was a bit of a Ilop, with a 
lot of promises from the rafting company so far 
not being fulfilled. The Kiwi boys had started 
calling themselves 'Once Were Rafters' as the days 
went by with no work. (japan has a five month 
rafting season starting in June, with two peak 
months just like the Austrian season. The 
Tonegawa river has three, gorge sections, each 
two hour trips, grade 3-4+ and is quite 
challenging in high water while a real drag when 
its low in August!). The interviews were fun, 
there were lots of competitive kayakers there as 
well, trying to get on prime time TV Twenty 
teams got through, and a week later we were 
gathered beside the Tonegawa (gawa meaning 
river) to be told about our challenge. 

It was set up on a 200 metre, grade 4 section 
of the river. Using two man inflatable kayaks, 
with cameras strapped to the front and the back, 
we were given a time limit of one minute. The 
idea was to head down through the gates chasing 
a life ring that was dropped in the water half way 
down the course at the same time that we set off. 
The ring had to be carried across the finish line in 
under 60 seconds to win. The first team to 
successfully complete the course received the one 
million Yen (£5000). If nobody achieved the 
course then there were no winners. 

Myself and Phil were the only two serious 
kayakers from our 
company. Phil was 
training up for the 
Zambezi race and was 

Article and 
photos by 
Colin Hill 

short of cash for travelling to Africa. I was making 
plans to travel on to another rafting destination 
and as always in need of flight money. We decided 
to join together as a team. We had drawn position 
12 from the hat and had to wait for the other 
teams to go before us, we weren't allowed to 
watch, in case we picked up any tips from the 
other teams mistakes. We sat nervously for one 
and a half hours wondering if we would even get a 
chance. There were a few big screams from the 
spectators but we heard no news. Then it was our 
go, we were led to the start of the river where we 
told that nobody had won or even been close so 
far. A short interview for the cameras before we put 
on the river and then we quickly went over our 
'elaborate' plans. Paddle hard, Phil to grab the 
ring ... the electronic bleeper counted down, we 
looked across at the start gate, it was a hard ferry 
just to make it through there and apparently three 
teams had missed it due to the weight of the 
cameras on the boat. I wish I was in my Razor with 
my Gorilla Grips, but nobody was really supposed 
to win this, Michael Jordan won last year for 
shooting baskets which is fair enough I guess. 

BEEP, BEEP, BEEP, BEEEEEEP Once through 
the gate we knew the fastest Line down the rapid, 
so we decided to go for that and just hope the 
ring wouldn't be surfed anywhere. I was in the 
back so I couldn't see the ring. I just paddled and 
in what seemed like no time at all we were 
dropping down into the last wave chain, we 
should have got the ring by now! Then we saw it, 
washed into the last eddy and pushed against a 
wall. We spun in, slammed the wall, Phil jumped 
to the front of the boat and grabbed for the ring. I 
started to frantically back paddle, as I saw the 
clock at 54 seconds and ticking, we were almost 
at the finish line. In a last attempt to beat the 
clock, I threw myself backwards as I was the first 
person to cross over the line. I looked up at the 
clock - 59 seconds!!! The way we reacted, you 
would of thought it was a million pounds, which 
I guess to us it was as good as. Screaming we 
jumped into the water (to the horror of the TV 
safety divers on stand-by in case someone ripped 
off their buoyancy aid and swam to the bottom, l 
guess). We were called over to the side where 
spectators were watching the other river guides 
going wild (as we promised LO throw a party if we 
won). I grinned at the camera saying 'my wife is 
going LO love me for this'. 

Another week passed before catching the 
bullet train down LO the studio again to appear on 
the TV show. Boy ! love being on TY, they showed 
the race on a big screen, which they then slid 
back, lots of smoke, lights and music. I walked 
out into the centre of the studio to the cheers of 
the audience, sporting my Palm T-shirt! Phil had 
to fly back to Oz to train so I had to answer lots 
of sensible questions from the two 'comedian' 
presenters about the great sport of pogo-sticking 
through a field of land mines, and a few about 
kayaking. Of course they phoned up the next day 
to let us know that 10% is taken off for tax!! 

The season did eventually pick up for the 
rafting companies, although the river was really 
low by the end, the companies I am told are 
negotiating with the water authorities to try and 
buy water releases from the darn. Well Sianara 
Japan, off to Nepal again for a season 
with Ultimate Descents. 

Thank-you 
Palm Equipment, Pyranha Kayaks and 

Gorilla Grip Paddles (P&H) 

Further Information about kayaking In 
Japan can be obtained from; 

Mr Tadashl Osawa, Funtech Sports, 
960-4 Nagatoro-Matl, Titlbugun, 

Saltama, Japan 369- 13 
Tel: 81 494 66 4165 
Fax: 81494664166 



Watch Your 
TICKER! 
with Polar Heart Rate Monitors 

from Desperate Measures 

1. BEAT 
An entry level, easy to use and waterproof Heart 
Rate Monitor, continuous digital heart rate readings 
wireless transmission and easy to read display and 
hands off start only £S9.99 

2. FITWATCH 
An excellent Heart Rate Monitor for general exercise 
and weight management, features continuous digital 
heart rate readings with programmable zones and 
out of zone alarm. Waterproof wireless transmission 
and large easy to read display. Free bike mount only 
£74.9S 

3. PACER NV 
A Heart Rate Monitor with the same features as the 
Fitwatch but with time of day and alarm mode. This 
model features the night vision electroluminescent 
display which is easy to read at night only £84.9S 

4. EDGE NV 
Designed for the recreational fitness enthusiast. Dual 
level display and all the features of the Pacer NV. This 
model also has a stopwatch, unit rotates for easy 
reading and night vision activates by holding unit 
close to chest · hands free! Quality at only £99.9S 

5. PROTRAINER NV 
The first of the professional user Polar Heart Rate 
Monitors featuring a three level display. It records the 
average heart rate for total exercise time and has 44 
lap/split times which can be re-called later. Calculates 
the time spent above and below target zone plus all 
the features of the Edge ... AII this for only £149.9S 

6. ACCUREX PLUS 
This is the one we have all been waiting for! Coded 
transmission so you won't interfere with other users. 
Fully downloadable via interface onto IBM computer. 
66 hours of memory, records heart beats at 5 second 
intervals. Two programmable target zones, three 
programmable countdown timers. Calculates 
recovery Heart rate/time, average heart rate and 
maximum heartrate. Plus all the features of the 
protrainer, amazing value at only £199.9S 

DESPERATE MEASURES 
Britain's Leading Supplier of Polar HRMs to Canoeists 

39-41 Trent Boulevard, West Bridgford, Nottingham NG2 SBB 

Interest Free Payment Plan 25% deposit 
followed by 3 monthly instalments (written details on request) 

Tel: 0115 9816815 
Mail Order a Speciality - Open 9am till Late 

'- .,....... 

C,ascade 
- - ~ 

Playboating. River Running. 
Two pod<e~ Side lynches, Pullover vest 
with detachable chest harness. 
Designed by Shaun Baker & 
Chris Hawkesworth. 

- 

Zambesi Professional 
. - - -- 

Suitable for experienced Grade 4 + whitewater paddlm. 
4 mm dooble-lined neoprene, with reinforced top and 
bottom edges for the ultimate in grip and wear. 



All summer Mush 
room and Paul had been 

going on about how great 
Australia was, so I decided to see 
what it was like for myself. 
Contrary to popular belief, it's not 

ri.;&,t~~l~ 
all kangaroos, snakes and sharks. 
It also rains and can be freez 
-ing cold. 

@ell, my planned year of kayaking and 
raft guiding wasn't a complete success 
as l had my boat and equipment 
stolen in my first week in Australia 

and one weekend I had to spend almost as much 
money on jug fines as I had earned. However, I 
did meet some really nice people who went out of 
their way to make sure I was able to sample some 
of the best boating down under, and I did manage 
to get in some pretty wild river days. 

Mushroom had mentioned a river called the 
Gwyder which he reckoned was the best river in 
Oz and said that l should definitely check it out. 
The Gwyder is a dam controlled river and it 
hadn't released in the last four years as there'd 
been a bit of drought. However, this year the dam 
was full and the river was up. There was a distinct 
lack of water in the Nymboida river where l was 
working so the Boss decided that we could go for 
a staff jolly under the somewhat dubious heading 
of "staff training". Just to make sure that we all 
made it back we had to tag along with a 
commercial trip which was going out that week. 

Treading on cactus 
To get to the "put in" on most rivers in Oz is a bit 
of a drive. This was no exception. We also got 
lost, which meant that we were stumbling 
around in the dark at the campsite, treading on 
cactus and trying not to find a snake in our 
sleeping bags. 

We got up far too early the next morning to 
find that it was a lovely sunny day. With the 
minimum faff we pumped rafts, had breaky, met 
punters and did the shuttle. We even found out 
the river level from the nice man at the power 
station. Now, just to be different, Australia has 
yet another volume measurement for canoeists 
etc. to get their head round - "megs" or 
megalitres per day. Apparently it's a power station 
thing. 

Grave faces and hushed voices 
The river was running at 60,000 megs. This 
caused the guides to huddle together with grave 
faces and hushed voices (never a good sign). I 
hastily tried to convert 60,000 megs into cumecs 
without the aid of a calculator. In case you think 
I'm smart enough to do this in my head, l should 
explain that we were trying to do long division 
with a stick in the dirt. Initially l came up with 9 
cumecs which couldn't be right; then I came up 
with 9,000 cumecs which was a bit scary. I later 

discovered that the 
Article by correct figure was 

about 700 cumecs. 

We went and had a look at the first of three 
rapids which led into one another, "Real 
Trouble", "More Trouble" and "Big Trouble". The 
Boss decided that everyone was going to walk the 
first one as it had a monster hole which would be 
a bit tricky to miss and swimming the next two 
rapids wouldn't be much fun. So we all made a 
big show of being really upset and happily 
started carrying the boats down the bank. 

Say "oh, s-t" loudly 
I had the dubious honour of guiding the first few 
rapids, mainly because nobody really wanted to. 
We'd had a bit of a chat about what we were 
going to do. Lots of "right, lads, this is it. No 
holding on or getting down on this river. This is 
big boys' stuff. We need to paddle the whole 
time." Well that lasted through "More Trouble" 
but "Big Trouble" consisted of another really big 
hole where the best line is to run guts pretty 
much in the middle. From the top of the ramp 
two things were apparent: (i) it looked an awful 
long way down and (ii) there was an excessively 
large hole at the bottom. I did what I normally do 
in these circumstances - say "oh, s-t" loudly and 
shout for the boys to get down. 

We swapped the guiding around quite a lot, 

which made the trip much more exciting as 
Mimo, Scotty and Noah hadn't really guided on 
big water before and they couldn't quite get to 
grips with the "need forward speed to get through 
the holes" concept. On several occasions we 
somehow found ourselves upright after drifting 
mostly sideways and backwards through the big 
stuff only for someone to say "I got a bit nervous 
when you shouted 'Oh, my God, we're all going 
to die' back there". 'You were nervous' I thought. 

We portaged a fair few rapids and then 
watched Jeff and Regan, the photo and video 
boaters respectively, running them. We reached 
our campsite by early afternoon. All the gear was 
brought in by 4WD so we didn't have to carry it, 
which was excellent. This gave us plenty of time 
to sit around in the sun recounting stories of the 
day's epics whilst eating and drinking 

Vast number of snakes and spiders 
The next day was still incredibly sunny. Noah 
had failed to chat up any of the girls despite an 
awful lot of hard work in the evening. Before 
long we were off again. In a few places the forest 
had grown across the riverbed when the river 
had been dried out. This produced two very 
interesting rapids - Jungle Run and Triffids, a nice 
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grade 2 rapid on which you spend a lot of time 
dodging branches and hoping that you won't fall 
out and get strained. You also try not to think 
about the vast number of snakes and spiders 
which might live in the trees. 

More exciting rapids, big portages around 
Dead End Falls and the very impressive Sapphire 
Falls all gave us the feeling that we were not just 
on a river trip but on our very own "Indiana 
Jones" adventure. Rapids followed rapid and all 
too soon we were nearing the end of the trip. 
Everyone had done really well and unfortunately 
we were getting just a little too cocky for our own 
good. 

The Boss shouted back to us that "the next · 
ones Equaliser; it's pretty calm afterwards so we'll 
just run down, eh?". I said that I would do safety 
so that I had an excuse to have a better look. I 
might be pretty stupid sometimes when I'm 
kayaking but you can't roll a raft back up. Just as 
I walked round a boulder to get into to a good 
position with the throw bag, I saw the first boat 
drift by, upside down. I only had to wait a few 
seconds before the second boat came through, 
also upside down, obviously coming to "rescue" 
the first boat. There were also some twenty 
people in the water, all having gone for an 
unexpected swim at the same time! 

The next guide, Cas, decided that 
discretion was the better part of 
valour and managed to do a lovely 
sneaky line down the left. I was torn 
between being sensible and being 
stupid. It only took a bit of egging on 
from Jeff for me to be convinced, 
despite evidence to the contrary, that 
running down the centre would work 
just fine. 

It took quite a bit more creativity 
(and a fair amount of time) to 
convince the rest of the crew that 
down the middle of the river was the 
best choice. Normally having a 
boatload of guides is a complete 
nightmare as nobody wants to do 
the same thing. However, when 
the odds are against you having 
everybody understand what 
you're doing and reacting 
early enough makes all the 
difference. 

We cruised out of the 
eddy and lined it up. There 
were a few cross currents 
at the top which put me 
off my line a bit but it 
was too late to do 
anything about it so 
we just powered 
down, threw in the 
highside and held 
on. Against the odds we 
stayed upright and drifted down to the 
other boats, cheering loudly. By this 
time the guides had managed to flip 
over the two upturned rafts and we 
didn't have to pick up any of the 
swimmers. This was something 
of a relief as we didn't have 
room for another twenty 
people in our raft. 

We spent the final few 
kms on cloud nine; we'd 
been lucky and we 
were thinking of the 
jug fines our fellow guides 
would be treating us with that 
evening. 

Well, that was about it on the Gwyder 
and it was back to the Nymboida to see how 
many times I could fall out of the raft whilst 
being videoed. I'd just like to thank Boris and 
Drew for giving me jobs and everybody 
that I met who lent me boats, gave me 
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Focus Competition: Polo 

Friends of Allonby's 

Article by 

Gerry Mccusker 

Chairman - 

Friends of 

Allonby Canoe 

Club 

or the past six years Friends 
of Allonby Canoe Club has 

•• / been running major Canoe 
....__.., Polo Tournaments during 

the summer at Dukes Dock, part of the 
renowned Albert Dock Complex in the 
heart of Liverpool. This year the 6th 
Merseyside International was held on 
7th/8th June, and just five weeks later 
the 4th Liverpool International was 
held on 12th/13th July. 50 Teams 
attended the first Tournament and 45 
the second. Despite the fact that a 
number of teams played in both 
events, a total of 76 different teams 
competed this year. 

During the course of both 
weekends many thousands of people 
visiting the Albert Dock Complex 
stopped to watch the games and were 
obviously enthralled by the speed, skill 
and canoeing abilities of the players, 
and were amused and surprised that 
the rules allow players to capsize their 
opponents when in possession of the 
ball. 

As in previous years, the 
Merseyside International was one of 
the highlights of the annual Mersey 
River Festival during which a lot of 
interesting water and land based 
events take place in, and around, the 
Albert Dock Complex and on both 
sides of the Mersey throughout two 
consecutive weekends. Because of the 
high number of teams competing, the 
Tournament was run in four separate 
Classes with the preliminary round of 
games in Classes 1-3 being played in 
mini-leagues, with Class 4 being 
played on a straight league basis with 
each team playing all of the others. 

The newly formed Wales Ladies 'A' 
finished top of Class 4 on their first 
outing followed by the very good 
Youth Team from Glanford and 
Scunthorpe, with Caledonian Ladies 
(the unofficial Scotland Junior Ladies 
team) taking third place. In Class 3 the 
combined 
team from 
Ribble 
finished in 
first place 
ahead of 
Scotland 
Youth 'A', 
and the ever 
improving 
Dreamers 
from Regents 
Canoe Club 
in London 
taking third 
spot. The 
excellent 
Scotland 
Under 21 
side took first 
place in Class 
2, with 
Tynemouth 

· in second 
place 

followed by Harefield 'A', a scratch 
team put together specially for the 
Tournament. National Division 1 teams 
dominated Class 1 with Viking 'A' from 
Derby emerging worthy winners from 
Scotland's Woodmill in second place, 
and Wimps 'A' from Stratford on Avon 
in third place. 

We were very pleased that local 

Below: France 'B' in white boats 
tangle with Great Britain U21 'A' in 

red boats 
Below middle: Colin Davis from 

Westbeach (red boat No. 2) fights for 
advantage over a France 'B' player 
Below bottom: Brian Moore from 

Woodmill (red helmet) conj rants 'Kiwi' 
from Ireland 'A' 

Cable TV Channel One covered the 
Tournament and the following evening 
we had a five minute prime time slot 
featuring the Class 1 Final and 
interviews with Viking's Captain - Colin 
Davis, and Friends of Allonby's Press 
Officer - Frank Vaughan. 

Traditionally, the two Great Britain 
Ladies Teams and three Great Britain 
Under 21 Teams attend the Liverpool 
International each July. This year we 
were also very pleased to attract 
France 'B' for the first time, together 
with top French Club - Thury Harcourt 
who attended last year's tournament. 
In addition, we were delighted to 
welcome many old and new friends 
from England, Ireland, Scotland and 
Wales to make it a truly international 
event. 

Unfortunately we had a number of 
'no shows' with several teams failing to 
attend without notice which 
necessitated frantic modification to the 
Game Plans for three out of the four 
Classes. However, the changes didn't 
detract from the quality of the 
subsequent matches which were 
enjoyed by players and spectators 
alike. 

Class 4 was dominated by Ex 
Presidents, a team made up of 
students from Loughborough and 
Newcastle Universities. The very good 
youth team Viking 'Y' finished in 
second place and were followed by 
London University 'B'. In Class 3, 
Wimps 'B' finished in first place from 
Dreamers (who keep on getting better 
and better) and Rebels from Aberfan in 
third place. 

Meridian 'B' from London took the 
Class 2 Final from Great Britain Under 
21 'C', and home team Friends of 
Allonby Mixed which included three 
youth players finished in third place 
after winning their play-off game 
against World Champions, Great 
Britain Ladies 'A'. 

In Class 1, 
France 'B' 
and 
Westbeach 
(a scratch 
team made 
up of five 
Great Britain 
players) 
emerged 
from the 
preliminary 
mini-leagues 
as likely 
protagonists 
for the 
eventual 
Final, and so 
it turned out 
to be. The 
Final was 
actually 
played 
about an 
hour before 



Please mention Canoe Focus when replying Advertising Focus 

Key features inc 
New deck assembliet 
bow and stern, incorpors 
recessed carrying handles. 
Coleman's new revolutionary int . 
seat and buoyancy chambers, eliminating' 
requirement for further buoyancy. Speedier 
assembly time. Reinforced Keelson for Gold Medalist 
New seats increase strength & hull rigidity when located into 

Major Stockists: 
Carlisle Canoes, Kayaks & Paddles, Performance Kayaks, The Watershed, 
Kent Canoes, Whitewater Canoe Centre, Whitewater Consultancy, Paddlesport, 
West Midlands Canoe Centre and SDS Watersports. 

The New Generation 
Canoe Range. 
Designed & 
Engineered to the 
Highest Standards Yet. 
3 New Models: 

e 15 ft Ram X Sport. 
e 16 ft Gold Medalist. 
e 17 ft Ram-X Expedition. 

M!l1Wlii 

Scotland's only 
specialist canoe show. 

Bell's Sports Centre 
Perth 

18th j 19th October 1997 
~ 

~ 
White Water 
Consultancy 



Focus Competition: Polo 

4tb~ilcle 
l~atlonal Reiults 
Oas1,1 
1st"' Westbeach 
.2nd., ' France B 
"3.rd.,. "Wimps A 
<tth . ..,GBU21 ~ 
'5th~~rri)it-:- 
6th ~jlm A 
,~th- •... "1-~an'a''A 
8th ~ ·-o-erliy Rammers 
9th Thury Harcourt 
10th GBU21 A 
11th Unllthgow 
12th Scotland U21 
13th AvonA 
Class 2 , f ', 
1st Merldfan B 
2nd GBU21 C 
3rd . Friends of Allonby Mixed 
4th GB Ladles A __ ...; 
5th VUdng X 
6th SL Albans D 
°7th Wales~· 
8th Friends of Allonby B 
9th Manchester A 
10th Letdtworthlynx 
11th Scorplans 
Class S 
1st WlmpfB 
2nd Dreatners 
3rd Rebels 
4th Bury 
5th . ' : London University A 
- l"e..;,ll'!ltl 
7th ~B 
8th-.~- 
9th .langMay 
10th l.etc:hworth Ladles 
11th Wimpy Dragons 
12th Celtlc:Warrlors 
.13th Wales'udles A 
14th Drumchapel and Clydebank 

Class4 
1st (.; Ex President$ 
2nd VllclngY 
3rd London U"n1vers1ty B 
4th Bury Youth 
5th Olcf Spedded Hens 
6th Friends of Allonby Youth B 
7th Friends of Allonby Ladles 

6th Merseyside 
International Results 
1st Viking A 
2nd Woodmill 
3rd WlmpsA 
4th St. Johns 
Sth South Shore 
6th Meridian 
7th Ireland A 
8th Derby Rammers 
9th Humbersiders 
10th Stubbers A 
11th Luton Tigers A 
12th Friends of Allonby A 
~3~ · Avon A 
14tfi Ireland B 
Class.2- 
1st • 0S~and U21 
2nd Tynemouth 
3rd HareffefdA 
4th Lei:chwortll"~ 
5th Viking B ~ , . 
6th Friends GI~ B 
7th Stubbers B 
8th WalesA 
9th \NlmpsB 
10th ••••• tree 
11"' $OAK 
12th Manchester 
13th .. ··~ 
f-4tfk .zenec. ZM!,nbles 

the Great Britain U21 'A' v. Wimps 'A' 
play-off for third place (won by 
Wimps) because the French Team had 
to leave early to ensure they could get 
to Portsmouth in time to catch the 
only ferry back home that night. 

In bright sunshine France 'B' and 
Westbeach, two really fabulous teams, 
churned the water of Dukes Dock into 
a mass of seething white froth as the 
rapid fire action moved from one end 
of the pitch to the other in a matter of 
seconds. The French took an early lead 
then stretched it to 2-0 to the obvious 
delight of their Coach, their girlfriends, 
and their countrymen from Thury 
Harcourt. However, despite this early 
setback, the five man Westbeach Team 
of Colin Davis, Stuart Moffitt, twins 
Graham and Ramsay Bayne, and Andy 
Petrie kept up the pressure and 
constantly attacked the French goal. 
Their efforts were eventually rewarded 
and they went into a well deserved half 
time break trailing by a single goal. 

The second half started just as the 
first had done before, with ex-Prem 
slalom paddler Stuart Moffitt blasting 
down the pitch to win the sprint from 
his French opponent. The game 
subsequently progressed at breakneck 
speed with wave upon wave of white 
French boats attacking the Westbeach 
goal, followed by lightening counter 
attacks by the incredibly fast Westbeach 
players. Something had to give and it 
was the French defence which finally 

- . -~ 
NC V Cl"l.:IC 
PERFeRMANCE POLO KAYAKS 

Revenge is part of the P&H Company, Station Road, West Hallam, Derbys. DE7 6HB. Tel: (0115) 9320155 Fax: (0115) 9327177 

http://www.p.hcompany.co.uk E Mail: revenge@phcompany.co.uk 

A PIECE OF KAYAK! 
Nothing could be easier than dealing with a member of the British Marine Industries Federation. 

Look for the sign - your assurance of quality, integrity and service. For more information 
and answers to all your canoeing questions, call the BOATLINE on O 1784 472222. PROMOTING OUR INDUSTkY 
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cracked to level the scoreline to 2-2. 
Clearly stimulated by their goal, the 

Westbeach players appeared to throw 
themselves into overdrive. Time after time they 
carved huge holes in the French defence and 
were duly rewarded with a third and fourth goal 
in quick succession. By this time, the French 
supporters had understandably fallen silent as 
they witnessed the final minutes of this truly 
fabulous game. With the seconds running out, 
Westbeach threw themselves into a final assault 
and were suitably rewarded with a superb goal 
to take the Class 1 Final with a scoreline of 5-2. 

Friends of Allonby is an 'open' canoe club 
with members participating in most of the 
paddlesport disciplines. Despite the fact that 
only about 35% have an interest in Polo, many 
of our other members turn out year after year to 
help run our Internationals and make them so 
enjoyable for players and spectators alike. If you 
want to see Canoe Polo played at the highest 
level let me extend an invitation to all Focus 
readers to next year's tournaments - 7th 
Merseyside International on 13th/14th 
June 1998 and 5th Liverpool 
International on 18th/19th July 1998. 
See you there! 

AFFINITY 
ev~ 

October 
18119th October 
Polzeath Student Bash 
early fun waning! 

November 
15/1 &th November 
Annual meet at the Dee Tour 
Student & old boy/girl gathering 
Ceilidh beer and cut 

29/30th November 
Ceilidh at Llangollen Tour 
Callplag f1II' all 

Contact Steve on Chester: 

01244 342660 
or call into our shop 

L... BCU .:m 
· SEA KAYAKING EXPEDITIONS 
· WIDE RANGE OF OTHER 
WAlBISPORTSII.MDSPORTS i 

_____ ._.,,1,i-ia.1••••11 ill.ll_r.1"$1..111Y1 ••.•.. .,.,, 

· r.ANOE aJURSES AT ALL LEVRS 
· aJAaMG, PERSONAL PERFORMANCE 
• IDVIOUALS, GROUPS 
· ADIi. TS, atlLDREN 
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FOR A FULL COLOUR BROCHURE RIIG 01703 892077 OR WRITE TO:• - - 
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News, Information & Events 

A New Beginning for Plas Y 
Brenin brings many Priviliges 
for BCU Members 

On the first of 
January 1997, the 

Sports Council award 
ed the management con 
tract for Plas y Brenin to 
the Mountain Training 
Trust (MIT). 

TI is a non profit making 

J 
company set up by the key 
National Governing Bodies of 

'----"' Sport involved at Plas Y Brenin 
(the British Mountaineering Council, the 
Mountain Leader Training Board and the 
United Kingdom Mountain training Board.) 

Over the five year term of the 
contract MTT aim to: 
e Make the National Mountain Centre more 

accessible by offering new training 
opportunities for those who lead and 

coach others in the wild and remote places 
of Britain and for individual climbers and 
canoeists who want to improve their 
performance. 

e Make the Centre more relevant to the 
changing world of outdoor pursuits. 

• Manage the Centre in a cost effective way 
so that training can be offered at the most 
affordable price possible. 
MIT believe that the new partnership 

arrangement with the Sports Council will 
provide a model for sports development in the 
future and will guarantee Plas Y Brenins place 
at the centre of mountaineering and canoeing 
developments in the United Kingdom. 

lain Peter has been appointed as the new 
Chief Executive and has made significant steps 
to implement the above aims. For canoeists 
who are full members of the BCU or WCA, 
they are willing to offer a number of discounts: 

To obtain further information and your 
pack of discount vouchers please write to: Plas 
Y Brenin. The National Mountain Centre, 
Capel Curig, Gwynedd, LU4 OET or 
telephone 01690 720214. Giving your 
membership number in both cases. 

These benefits Include; 
• 10% off the price of all canoe courses 

(except the level 5 course) 
• B&B for L5 (Once only and dependant on 

space. Normally this will be available 
during the winter months. Thereafter LlO 
for members.) 

• A half price bar meal. 
• Free use of canoe rolling pool (The pool 

will be free to clubs or groups who have 
qualified staff. ) 

• Free admission to the evening lecture 
programme. 

• Free conference facilities for any BCU 
registered club or approved centre. 

• Free access to the lake and grade 2 rapid at 
the centre and 1 mile section of river 
below. (Prior arrangement needed) 

• Discounted use of the self catering 
bunkhouse (up to 16 people) 
These are quite substantial benefits to 

BCU/WCA members and we thank the Chief 
Executive and MIT for their enlightened 
attitude to canoeing at the Centre, and hope 
that members will take advantage of the many 
benefits that the Brenin has to offer. 
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SEND FOR 
THE NEW 2.998 
PJ,AS Y BRENJN 
BROCHURE. 
Whether you live life on the 'sharp end' 
of the rope or prefer walking off the beaten 
track, we've got courses that cover lots of 
exciting ground. 
So if you want to pick up some new skills, 
including navigation, route planning, 
top-roping or lead climbing -we'll deliver. 
Just write to the address below for a free 
1998 brochure or call 01690 720 214. 

PLAS Y BRENDf 
National Mountain Centre Canolfan Fynydd Genedlaethol 
Capel CUrig Conwy lli4 0IT Telephone 01690 72021-4 facsimile 0169() 720394 
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• A• adjustable hell lrlsuk tbe fro,,t 
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Made in the UK exclusively for Sennce Sports !!':ii 
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Cheques mode payable lo: Service Sports (Wetherby) 
PO Box 115, Wetherby, West Yorb l522 5X5 
Tel: ++44 (0) 1937 587465 ~ 
Fax: ++44 (0) 1937 580982 ~ 

UK COVERS 
A Universal Car Seat Cover 
• Water Repellent 
• Stain Resistant 
• Easily Fitted and Removed 
• 2 Year Guarantee 

Washable 
Compact 

• Protects Seats for Years 
• Choice of Colours 

NOW AVAILABLE 
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There we were warm After a 1ong night drive and a 
1 quick bivi by the car - we 

and comfortable chatting eventuallyarrivedat 1 Dalhwinnie at 10.30 on 
over coffee during the British Monday morning. We 

were relieved to find 
Christian Outdoor Centres Conference, an excellent track 

along the north west 
last January at the YMCA National sideoftheLoch 

which provided 
Centre, Lakeside: 'So how about a problem-free access. 

Having unpacked the 
Scottish canoe camping trip, tak- car. we were grateful 

• • • for a friendly offer of a 1ng 1n a few Lochs and ravers safe place to park it for the 
1 next 5 days and we set off on on the way? the first leg of the trip just after 

midday 

® ather than the usual meaningless 
'Yeah we must do it some time', one 
or two phone calls over the next few 
weeks and things started to take 

shape. It looked as if the trip might actually 
happen. 

Dave Ritchie, a veteran of several trips in 
Scotland, Northern Canada and Nepal, and 
currently a youth worker at Mansfield Outdoor 
Centre in Essex, had plenty of experience. I was 
the rookie of the team - but was raring to go - 
and had a whole barrel full of home-made 
flapjacks and chocolate squares which would, I 
knew, get us through most scrapes! 

Our plan? To leave the car at Dalwhinnie, at 
the northern end of Loch Ericht, paddle the 
25km length of the Loch, then down the River 
Ericht onto Loch Rannoch. Head east to join the 
River Turnmel and follow it through Loch 
Dunalastair and Loch Tummel, getting out at 
Queens view, just above the Linn o' Turnmel, a 
grade V gorge which would doubtless have 
treated our open boats with the same relish with 
which we devoured Tessas flapjacks. 

Highest village in the highlands 
Given that Dalwhinnie claims to be the highest 
village in the highlands, and we had heard that 
snow ploughs were needed to get through on the 
access road we used right up to June last year, the 
weather could not have been kinder to us that 
April afternoon. A light breeze followed us, 
giving that little bit of encouragement which 
makes such a difference at the start of a trip. The 
temperature was approximately 10° and the sun 
was shining. What a privilege! 

We wanted to get some distance behind us 
while the weather was favourable - so we 
paddled nearly the length of the Loch that first 
afternoon and evening. Dave was paddling a 
light, graceful Reynard Tourer (made from light 
but strong diolen), which had been very well 
used but expertly repaired several times. I was in 
a new, heavier Old Town Scout made from cross 
linked plastic. We were both aware that the boats 
might not be too well matched, mine being 
slower on the Lochs and Daves being less robust 
on the rocky rivers. We were pleasantly surprised 

on that first 

evening by how well the Scout tracked and kept 
up with Dave's Tourer, a favourable impression 
which continued with us as we paddled on many 
different types of water - from the placid Lochs to 
the largish rapids of Grand Tully (grade 3). Not 
only was the boat reasonably fast on placid water, 
it also proved to be robust and manoeuvrable on 
moving water. Also, the high gunwales helped 
keep out water in big waves which flooded into 
Daves boat. The only modification I will make 
before a similar trip will be to lower the thwarts 
which are supplied very high (the result of high 
gunwales). I found this limited the flexibility of 
the body for the extreme trunk rotation required 
for the crossdeck strokes and the compound 
backwater. But I digress. 

As evening wore on, the following wind 
picked up to force 3-4 and having rafted the 
boats together we made rapid progress, surfing 
the small white capped waves, until we rounded 
a headland and entered the bay at Ben Alder 
Cottage. The bothy, though already in use, was a 
welcome sight - and we pitched our tent on the 
excellent camping field nearby. 

A typical trangia rehydrated meal, and Dave's 
provision of a bag of Tescos red (a wine box 
without the box) set us up for the night - and the 
rest of the trip! 

After an excellent if much needed night's 
sleep and grapefruits and Alpen for breakfast, we 
set off from the bothy at a very reasonable 
10.30ish, our boats the only slight disturbance 
on a sun-drenched mirror, reflecting the pine 
woods on the shore and the snow capped 
mountains above. 'What a day'. 

Each of us paddled with his own thoughts 
for a while. Dave made for the middle of the 
Loch, whilst I was entranced by the warm, green 
beauty of the wooded shore and the heavy scent 
of resin on the air. 

By midday we had reached the dam at the far 
end of Loch Ericht. We approached it nervously, 
as we heard the clanging and the voices of work 

men on the dam and we really 
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didn't want to be sent back the way we had 
come. We beached and were relieved that we had 
no problem with obstructive officials. Time to try 
my new boat on the moving water of the River 
Ericht. What water? We were amazed and 
shocked to see there was no River Ericht - just a 
line of boulders where the river used to flow. It is 
now diverted into giant pipes and used to power 
the hair dryers and kettles of Stirling and 
Edinburgh- or somewhere. What do we do now? 
It was a good 6km walk and a drop of at least a 
couple of hundred metres down to our next 
assured water - Loch Rannoch. 

No river to paddle on 
As it happened the workmen on the dam were 
leaving just as we were steeling ourselves for the 
long walk down to Loch Rannoch. I flagged them 
down. "We were planning to canoe down to the 
Loch but there's no river to paddle on. If we 
could stick our packs (of which we had several) 
in your vans, we'll carry the boats." The driver 
replied, "Stick the boats on the roof!" I looked up 
and both their vehicles were fitted with sturdy 
roof racks. RESULT. 

As we bumped down the 6 km track to the 
shore of Loch Rannoch I asked how often they 
were up working on that dam. "Once in a Blue 
Moon" came the reply. They had seen a fault on 
the screen at the control station that morning and 
came up to find that there was, in fact, no 
problem. Dave and I looked at each other 
amazed. Someone up there was definitely 
looking after us! 

It seemed amazing to be suddenly sitting on 
the sun drenched beach beside Loch Rannoch 
enjoying lunch when we should have been 
struggling down a dirt track with 70lbs of canoe 
on our necks, and then heading back up for three 
packs apiece. But here we were. After lunch it 
was time to contemplate the paddle east down 
the length of Loch Rannoch. The wind had 
backed 90° 

since our north-south stretch down Loch Ericht 
yesterday and once again it was directly behind 
us. Here was the perfect opportunity to rig up a 
sail which we did using two canoe poles, the tent 
flysheet and a length of spare rope. We sailed the 
length of the loch and arrived at Kinloch 
Rannoch by late afternoon. Another rehydrated 
hash, an excellent camp site and yet more Alpen 
and we were back on the water again - having 
skipped over our second dam of the trip and 
joined the River Tummell. We were delighted to 
find that there was plenty of water in this river 
and it was great to be on moving water for the 
first time since we had left Dalwhinnie. 

Almost too low to paddle 
We hit no real obstacles until a large dam after 
Loch Dunalastair which we managed to portage 
round. There were one or two interesting weirs 
to negotiate and a few none-too-threatening 
rapids, although we did have to portage two sets 
of falls. The river was, in fact, almost too low to 
paddle, but it provided plenty of poling practice. 

We reached Tummel Bridge by evening, 
leaving the last grade 3 rapid, for the following 
morning. Thence an easy but delightful loch 
paddle to our get out at Queen's View. 

The beauty of this trip for anyone else who 
may be considering a 5 day Scottish trip was the 
ease of the shuttle with only one vehicle. It was a 
short jog (4km) from the get out to the A9 at 
Pitlochry and a single hitch up to Dalwhinnie 
and the car. In all this took about three hours. 

However, this would not solve the problem 
of what to do at the Loch Ericht dam. Remember, 
those guys in the Land Rovers are only up there 
'once in a blue moon'. 
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1st Annual Paddlefest '97 
Paddlefest '97 a weekend paddle bash 
based in Nottingham over the 
weekend of 1st/2nd November 1997. 
The first of many such 'active' 
gatherings. The objective of the 
weekend is to bring together as many 
paddlers, with as wide a range of 
paddling interests as possible so as to 
create a fun, multi discipline event, 
featuring elements of competition, 
coaching sessions and clinics, access 
clinics, 'have a go/ try a boat' sessions, 
presentations and lectures, doing your 
own thing, along with a trade 
exhibition, car boot sale and of course 
paddlefest party. 

Five programmes will be running 
providing wide ranging and varied 
activity from which you can choose, 
mix and match to create your own 
itinerary. Come along and view, or 

· come along and be fully involved. 
Come for one day or come for both, 
the choice is yours. 

'Paddlefest' Peak white 
water challenge 
We are looking for a true whitewater 
champion, and we want everyone out 
there to try for the glory - racers pitted 
against river bashers, Rodeo shred 
hedz ripping it alongside slalom stick 
chasers!! 

The challenge is on and will 
commence with a head to head down 
river race, the ability to run a clean fast 
line a necessity for success ... Follow 
that with a floodlit rodeo - a relaxed 
party atmosphere on the wildest parts 

of the river! Then rise to the challenge 
of the extreme slalom, pushing your 
ability to use all the river features in 
the most interesting way. 

The only stipulation we put on all of 
this is that everybody uses a production 
plastic boat in all races, so levelling the 
scores for everybody, and upping the 
fun!!. For anyone without a plastic boat, 
demos will be available all weekend, 
from Pyranha and Perception. 

Can you dig It? 
We are looking for, that all round 
Whitewater Champion ! Show us 
what you are made of indeed , 
impress us!! 

There will be classes for both ladies 
and juniors running alongside an open 
event, the main focus of the events 
being towards creating a fun 
environment on the river. If you don't 
smile, you won't win!!. Prizes will be 
awarded for the top three places in all 
disciplines, as well as spot prizes for 
'special achievements' throughout all 
stages of the event. 

'Paddlefest' - Pyranha 
Coaching symposium 
The 'Paddlefest' Pyranha Coaching 
Symposium will provide key note 
speakers along with a mix of indoor 
and outdoor sessions covering topical 
aspects of coaching development. An 
'excellence' programme will provide 
opportunities to join in on coaching 
sessions, run by experienced coaches, 
covering areas of skill / technique 

development and paddlesport 
psychology. 

The Coaching Symposium 
programme will repeat itself on both 
days so that you will be able to select 
the appropriate times and clinics to fit 
in with participation in the Whitewater 
Challenge, casual paddling, lectures, 
trade show visits etc. 

One day and half day clinics will 
also be available ... Open Canoe/ 
Open Canoe Sailing / slalom / Sprint/ 
Rodeo/ land locked sea paddling and 
Surf to mention just a few ... Your 
chance to try out a new or little 
experienced aspect of paddlesport. 

'Get In touch/ Stay In 
touch' programme. 
The 'Paddlefest' 'Get in touch/ Stay in 
touch' programme will provide you 
with opportunities to drop in on BCU 
'surgeries' run by members of BCU 
Executive and Council. .. 

. . . The BCU and structural 
change/the BCU and 
Communication/the BCU and Finding 
the funds / the BCU and Young People 
/ the BCU and Access and facility 
strategy/ the BCU Performance Plan ... 

... your chance to find out what is 
happening with the overall 
development of paddlesport, discuss 
and comment on strategic issues and 
development plans for the new 
millennium. 

'Paddlefest' Access 
Programme 
Key members of the BCU Access 
Committee will be at the weekend for 
annual Regional Access Officer 
Training. There will be several 

Contributing to the prosperity of land based industries of ComwaJJ & beyond, through the provision of quality education & training. 
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opportunities in the programme for all 
those present over the weekend to 
participate in open sessions on access 
matters. All will be welcome to come 
along and find out what is happening 
on the access front, express their views 
and join in discussions. 

'Paddlefest' Trade Show 
and Car boot sale. 
Open to the public at specific times 
over the weekend the Paddlefest Trade 
show will provide you with an 
opportunity to visit Britains top 
paddlesport manufacturers to view 
and discuss developments in paddling 
gear, maybe get the low down on 
what new designs may emerge in '98 
and covet new bits of kit, all safe in the 
knowledge that on this occasion you 
can't spend - at least not on new gear. 
Many of you, however, may well be in 
search of cheap gear, many of you will 
no doubt have gear to move on . The 
Car Boot sale will be the thing for you. 
Register your car, bring along your cast 
off/ excess paddling gear and set up in 
the car boot sale area. 

In addition to all of this there will 
be a programme of presentations and 
lectures running so that you can 
balance your own day/ weekend 
programme between indoor and 
outdoor sessions/ competition and 
coaching sessions, doing your own 
thing (free paddling sessions available 
on the slalom course) partying and 
having a good time. 

'Paddlefest 97' provides two full 
days of paddlesport activity and if 
that's not enough to either encourage 
you to join us or to make you feel that 
there would be enough to keep you 
entertained then consider the 

paddlefest bonfire party and disco on 
Saturday night - the paddlesport social 
event of the year. 

'Paddlefest' Admin 
Peak Whitewater Challenge - Entry for 
the event is £15 for the whole 
schedule, including a limited edition T 
shirt and the paddlefest party. The aim 
of the event is to find a full and worthy 
champion of all! For an entry number 
(limited to a total of 120) and full 
details of the event timings etc., please 
return the completed form. 

Pyranha Coaching Symposium and 
All other events - The Symposium fee, 
which covers entry to all other aspects 
of the weekend is £1 0 per person 
(£5.00 per day) if pre-paid and £15 
(£10 per day) if paid on arrival. Inclusive 
in these costs are entry to any or all 
aspects of the coaching programme 
and clinics / the get in touch/stay in 
touch programme / the access 
programme and of course the party! 

If wishing to pre-register for these 
aspects of the weekend please indicate 
so on the form below and return with 
your booking fee. 

The Symposium and Competition 
fees do not include accommodation 
and food. The Holme Pierrepont 
Campsite will be open for the weekend 
and for those less hardy an 
accommodation list will be provided. 
(Unfortunately there will be no 
accommodation available in the main 
centre). 

Admission to the Paddlefest Party 
is free and open to all. Food and drink 
will be available for purchase. 

On receipt of your booking form 
we will forward further details of the 
weekend programme. 

Paddlefest 97 
1 /2 November Booking Form 
• Please book me a place at the paddlefest weekend 1 /2 

November 1997. 

• I wish to attend the Coaching Symposium and associated 
programme only and enclose the £1 0 fee (£5 per day) 

• If booking one day only please indicate which day. 
SATO SUND 

• I wish to attend the Competition Programme Only and 
enclose the £15 fee 

• I wish to attend both the Competition and the Coaching 
and associated programme and enclose the £25 fee. 
(£20 if booking only one day at the coaching Symposium 
SAT D SUND (please indicate which day) 

• I wish to reserve a space at the Car Boot Sale I enclose £3 
for one pitch. SUNDAY ONLY 

Name · · 

Address......................................................................................... · 

Post Code Tel No . 

Date of Birth SIGNED . 

Please make cheques payable to the British Canoe 
Union and return with booking form to Paddlefest 
97, BCU Headquarters, Adbolton Lane, West 
Bridgford, Nottingham, NG2 5AS 

CARLISLE 
CANOES 
KAYAK & OPEN CANOE SPECIALIST 

OLD RAFFLES PARADE, WIGTON RD, 
CARLISLE CA2 7EX 

KAYAKS IN STOCK 

~~ij'Uii1iiGiil-lM1 
Grumman, Old Town, Mobile Adventure, 
Dagger, Coleman, Pyranha 

CONTRACT PRICE LIST 
AVAILABLE FOR CENTRES, 
CLUBS, COLLEGES 
AND FORCES etc 
MAIL ORDER 

!j~~ 
Telephone/Fax 

(01228) 31703 
AS FROM 1 ST SEPTEMBER 1997 WE ARE 
OLD RAFFLES PARADE, WIGTON RD, CARL 
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Paddlefest (provisional) Programme of Events - Saturday 01 November 
COACHING COMPETITION BCU KEEP IN TOUCH TRADE PERSONAL PERFORMANCE 

EVENTS CLINICS & COURSE 

08.30 Registration 08.30 10.00 08.30 08.30 Registration 10.00-4.30 
09.15 OpenlngAddress Registration at Current BCUand Regional 09.00 - 11.00 Aquatic First 
09.30 Trends Structural Access Officer Bell Boating Aid *Pre- 

TraininJ Registration 
Manual Heading 

09.00 
Change (Close Sea Kayaking Aquatic First 

Disability Awareness Session) I DWClinic Aid Trainers 
BCU Coaching Service Open Use of White 1.00 Surf Clinic Course *Pre- 

Update Water Course and Sprint 
BCU and 11.30 Advanced White Water 

Registration 
Course 

Young Paddlers Scheme Communication Access (Open Workshop 

11.00 Competitions 
Debate) Rodeo & Playboating Skills 

11.15 Keynote Speech River Race 2.30 1.00 I ~en Canoe Open 
12.30- 2.00 ter Skills 

Raft Race BCUand 
Coaching Resources Finding the 

Regional Forward Paddling (Sprint) 
Access Officer Canoe Sailing Women in Canoeing 12.30 Funds Trainin3 

Environmental Issues (Close Intro to Slalom Coaching 
Polo Demo & clinic Session) I Intro to Wild Water Racing 

NVQ's and Child Protection Winfield Pool 4.00 
BCU and 2.00-4.30 2.30 - 5.00 Excellence 2.00 Young People 2.00 

Cllnlcs Bell Boating 
Open use of White Water TRADE Sea Kayaking 

Transferable Skills - (Slalom- Course and Sprint 5.15 SHOW Recreation) - (Sprint- Course Canoe Sailing 
Recreation) BCUand Open to DWClinic 
Coaching Young Paddlers 4.30-8.00 Performance the public 

Surf Clinic 
Functional Biomechanics plan I Advanced White Water 
The Coaching Process Floodlit Rodeo Workshop 

Canoe Sport Psychology 7.15 ! Rodeo & Playboating Skills 

Acquisition of Motor Skills BCU Access Open Canoe Moving 

Coaching/ Assessing 3 & 4 * Strategy Water Skills 

Inner Game of Coaching 
: Forward Paddling {Sprint) 

Intro to Slalom Coaching 
Intro to Wild Water Racing 

7.30 pm - 8.30 pm: Evening Lecture 
8.30 pm late : Bonfire Party 
Demonstration Boats available ALL DAY 

Paddlefest (provisional) Programme of Events - Sunday 02 November 

Aquatic First 
Aid *Pre 
Registration 
Aquatic First 
Aid Trainers 
Course *Pre 
Registration 
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HAVE YOU THE 

Experience? 
CD here are many organised annual canoe 

events, where paddlers gather 
together to take advantage of specially 
arranged river access agreements and 

water releases.usually guaranteeing excellent 
canoeing conditions. In addition, side stalls, 
trade stands and entertainment are laid on for 
when the water activities cease or it goes dark. 

The events, which cater for all ages and 
experience levels, are great opportunities for the 
experienced, but are beginners missing out? As a 
beginner, I am familiar with the very basics of 
canoeing; paddling in a straight line, turning, and 
exiting when capsized. My water time is limited to 
a few sessions in a pool and several runs down a 
local white water course. I am an amateur! 
Furthermore, I do not belong to a canoe club. 

Beginners, as with any technical sport, can 
be put off attending large gatherings for fear of 
being embarrassed by their lack of experience 
and the ability of the more able canoeists, 
especially if they are not part of a group. 

I decided to 'test the water' and attend the 
1996 Tyne Tour to see whether novices can 
participate in such events without being 
intimidated by their inexperience. I was 
accompanied by my girlfriend, a more 
experienced canoeist. 

Situated to the east of the meeting point of 
the North and South Tyne rivers, the two main 
focal points of the weekend, Hexham in 
Northumberland is the base for the Tyne Tour, 
which caters to over 1900 paddlers each year. 
Several tributary rivers are also used. 

We travelled on the Friday, arriving to an 
almost empty campsite. By morning the local 
park was awash with tents and canoes. The 
weather was bright, but there was a strong wind. 
There had been odd showers overnight and these 
continued throughout the weekend. 

My partner decided that, as a gentle 
introduction, we should drive to Haydon Bridge, 
some 9.5 miles along the South Tyne. The trip 
back to Hexham is classified as Grade II-III, and 
listed as being ideal for groups. As we arrived, a 

group of around eight were passing our entry 
point, having set out from further upstream 
earlier in the day 

Upon entering the water we found that the 
wind was strong enough to pose a problem in 
exposed places. In addition, the shallow depth of 
the river in certain areas made for difficult 
paddling. 

We shortly caught up with the group in front 
as they played in the rapids. We got talking and 
they invited us to join them. They made us feel 
like group members within a short space of time 
and even offered to share their lunch with us, 
although we had eaten before we set out. 

The trip was a slow, leisurely affair with calm 
sections interspersed by small stretches of rapids, 
allowing play opportunities. There was always 
someone watching over the group in case of a 
mishap. In all, the descent passed without 
incident and, although I had backache from three 
hours in a boat, we arrived at the campsite safe 
and dry. I then took a lift back to the car park at 
Haydon Bridge, via the organised shuttle service, 
to retrieve the car. 

Later we met up with friends from Burnley 
Canoe Club (BCC) and spent the evening in the 
nearby sports centre enjoying the organised 
entertainment's and bar. We were invited to join 
them the following day for some playboating at 
Barrasford, on the North Tyne. 

Morning dawned and we drove to meet BCC 
at Barrasford. It looked fast and difficult to the 
novice's eye and at this point, I decided that I 
didn't have the experience to tackle it. To be fair, 
there was no feeling of peer pressure to 
participate and so I spent the day taking 
photographs of the others. We arrived back at the 
campsite late in the afternoon, packed up, and 
made the return trip to Bolton. 

Certain conclusions can be drawn from my 
experience. In general, if novices wish to attend 
such events, then it is better to do so as part of an 
organised group, although there is no reason for 
them not to attend as a member of a small party I 
would advise against paddling alone. There 

appears to be a 'pull together' attitude among the 
groups with many willing to allow others to tag 
along. A chat to a 
fellow canoeist in the 
pub over a pint can 
lead to any number of 
opportunities - I 
learned a few things 
from the other group 
members on the 
weekend, and practice 
only increases ability 

The Tyne Tour can 
cater for all experience 
levels as there are 
several sections that are 
well within the 
capabilities of 
beginners. Of course, 
the non-canoeing 
activities make the 
weekend a good social 
event and I found that 
the general 
camaraderie among 
paddlers should serve 
to encourage a novice 
to continue in the sport 
and further broaden it's 
appeal as a recreational 
activity for all. 

Seeing others 
dancing in stoppers 
and thoroughly 
enjoying themselves 
certainly made me 
wish I was at a level 
where I could do it 
myself. ::;.,- -~ 
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Sea Kayak Safety 
Dear Canoe Focus 
I notice that Sea Kayak manufacturers now offer 
bulkhead options to reduce the volume of the central 
(cockpit) compartment, making it easier to empty of 

water. Slanted or curved bulkheads immediately behind the seat 
are available to achieve this. Recognition of the problem is a 
welcome development, but I have long wondered why the main 
manufacturers do not offer a 'pod' as the ultimate answer. 

The pod is an integral seat and lower body moulding, like a 
small hull within the hull, sealed to the cockpit rim. The volume 
of water a pod holds is so small that a pump is necessary. Also, a 
pod can be drained simply by turning the boat on it side. 
Furthermore, a pod Is extremely comfortable and very secure 
for thigh/knee bracing. So far as I know, only the Sea Tiger has 
this feature as standard, and I am not aware of any 
manufacturer who offers it as an option. 

I would be interested in comment, especially from 
manufacturers. 
Geoff MIiier. 

Regional Tours and Events 
Dear Canoe Focus 

Having been the Regional Touring Officer for several 
years I have been in the position to both organise my 
own, and take part in many, if not all of the WM 
Regional Tours at some time or other, as well as quite a 
few from other regions. 

I have noticed over the past few years that more and 
more events not only in the West Midlands, but in other 
regions are becoming Charity Events, whereby the 
organising body decide on a charity and obviously 
promote it as a way of raising funds for that charity 
concerned, such as Mencap, British Heart Foundation 
and the Guide Dogs for the Blind etc. 

I am also chief instructor at the Ackers Activity 
Centre based in Birmingham, an inner city outdoor 
centre catering for all those who wish to take part in not 
only canoeing but climbing and skiing etc. With clients 
ranging from able bodied fit youngsters to those that 
are disabled, whether it be blind, deaf, mental or 
physical disability, all of whom gain a great deal of 
pleasure from the activities they participate in. 

You may wonder where all this is leading to, well, a 
year or so ago I realised that all these charity events are 
great fund-raisers for those concerned and obviously the 
money goes a long way to helping purchase various 
machines etc. And help make life easier for those with a 
disability. 

But what about those people that the money is 
raised for, who get so much pleasure from a simple trip 
along a canal, why can't an event be organised for 
them, an actual BCU Regional or National Tour that 
caters for disabled people and helpers, whereby boats 

and time are donated free by Instructors and Centres 
and as many people with a disability can be on the 
water at the same time having fun and also probably 
fund-raising at the same time. 

Obviously this would take a lot of organisation and 
good will from centres and instructors alike to donate 
boats or their time free of charge, but I am sure if you 
have worked with disabled people in the past you will 
know what rewards it reaps. 

I have already mentioned this at both Regional and 
National Touring Committee meetings in the past and 
have had good feedback and am now looking to anyone 
who may be interested in trying to get this show off the 
ground to contact me to see if we can make it work. 

At the Ackers we have also had many dealings with 
women only groups and it is surprising how many 
women, especially single mothers who would like to 
have a go at an activity such as canoeing but seem to 
feel unable to because of lack of knowledge or the threat 
of being over ruled by males. 

I know that there is a big push by those concerned 
to get more females into boats and become instructors 
etc. but perhaps they should be taught to walk before 
they sprint, again talking to certain female members of 
the WM Region, a female and children only tour would 
cater for many mums who just want a gentle paddle 
with their offspring. 

Again if there is anyone who might wish to help 
organise such a tour perhaps they could, and leave us 
males on the bank for a day. 

Dave Bateman - West Midlands Regional Touring 
Officer 

GOING WHITE? GET IT RIGHT! 
Whitewater or recreation, whatever you paddle it pays to deal with a member of the British 
Marine Industries Federation - your assurance of quality and service. For more information 

and answers to all your canoeing questions, call the BOA TUNE on O 1784 472222. 
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Low Brace 
I 

Tum 
Dear Canoe Focus 
Low Brace Turn - June 97 issue. 
Another point on 'tilting a boat 
to help it turn' - short fat 
rockered boats don't want to go 
in straight lines; left to their own 
devices, they will always turn. 
Paddling along, every stroke 
tends to start turning the boat 
(which you correct with your 
next stroke, of course). Between 
taking one blade out of the water 
and putting the other one in, the 
boat will be turning slowly. 

If you keep your boat flat, 
you barely notice this. However, 
if you tilt your boat, and it 
doesn't matter which side you tilt 
it to, it will accelerate the already 
existing turn. In other words, it 
keeps turning in the same 
direction, but faster.

1 
Don't take 

my word for this - go out and try 
it. 

Long thin boats perform 
differently, as we all know. 

The teaching point that 
comes from this is; tell your 
novice waltzers to stop rocking 
the boat. I 

Vic Brown 

Cheawell 
Canoe 
Club 
Dear Canoe Focus 
Just a short note to 
congratulate Cherwell Canoe 
Club who hosted the Div 3 
canoe slalom event on July 
5/6th at Holme Pierrepont. The 
event was very well organised 
and friendly. 

It provided a fabulous 
opportunity for many paddlers 
and spectators to enjoy the 
many challenges of the sport 
and really work on river 
running skills. The combination 
of the different courses 
provided interest on both days 
with the Rodeo on Saturday 
evening enhancing the 
entertainment. 

The support Perception 
gave to the event was 
excellent, with many people 
trying out their range of boats. 

Once again, can we 
congratulate Cherwell Canoe 
Club for their efforts. 

Chris and Barbara Buggy 

In 1997 We had 
200 days of access to 

1.2KM 
of clean, Grade 2-4, 
That's 27 Weekends, 
25 courses and Over 

10,000 paddlers. 
Where were you? 

Don't Miss out in 1998! 
Order your Brochure Now. 

For more details call 
Canolfan Tryweryn 

National Whitewater Centre 
Frongoch, Bala, Gwynedd LL23 ?NU 

01678 521 083 
Water Information Line 

01678 520 826 

0 

Sam Brooke 
Diver Alen Network 

Canoeist - Mountaineer 
Skier 

MOUNTAIN FIRST AID 
BROUGHT TO YOU FROM THOSE WHO DO 

Euan Murray 
Ambulance Service Technician 

Canoeinst - Mountaineer 
Ski Patroller 

/J 
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Jim Prince 
Emergency Medical Technician 

Canoeist • Mountaineer 
Ski Patroller 

WINTER COURSES: N IRELAND, 13-17 October 013967 231172 
N WALES, Arlhog 5-7 December Tel 01341 250455 

LAKE DISTRICT, Pallerdale 19-21 December & 20-22nd Feb 017684 82233 
GQVERNING BODY APPROVED COURSES 

IIEAUTII AND SAFETY REGISH:RED COMPANY 

COURSES ORGANISED NATIONWIDE- DISTANCE NO OBJECI' 

Call Mahri Now On 019756 51312 Phone/Fax 

Holt Fleet, 
Nr Worcester, WR6 6NW. 

Tel/Fax: 
(01905) 455311 or 425959 

EMAIL: 
100340,3527 

@Compuserve.com 

For all your Kayaking & 
Canoeing requirements 

Large and wide range of stock 
Discounted prices call for 

details 
Friendly Expert Advice 

Speedy Mail Order Service 
Colour brochures available - VISA 

1111111111! 

Located off A4133, adjacent 
to river bridge 

Llangollen 
Tel: 01978 
861444 

Canoes and Accessories 
TRY BEFORE YOU BUY DEMOS!!! 

1•1 MAIL ORDER I VISA I 
RIVERSIDE SHOP at MILE END MILL 
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Wild and Complicated 
Freedom 
Available from BCU 
Supplies at £19.99 
This video follows Cathal Mccosker 
and Leon Harris on their 
circumnavigation of Ireland by Sea 
Kayak. Produced for the open market 
it is not directly aimed at the sea 
paddler, therefore the paddling 
content is only a minor part of this 
compilation. However, this is a very 
pleasant, easy to watch video, with 
music recorded at events they 
attended along the way. It provides a 
wonderful insight into the spirit of the 
Irish countryside and its people. 
Relaxing and humorous. 

Canoeing Expeditions 
for People with 
Disabilities 
By Geoff Smedley - 
Available from BCU 
Supplies £5.50 
An excellent guide compiled by Geoff 
Smedley, author of Canoeing for 
Disabled People. Contributions to this 
publication have been made by a 
number of well known personalities 
such as Dave Manby and Steve Devlin. 
Offering advice to disabled people 
who are considering embarking on 
water borne expeditions, and also for 
people who are including disabled 
people in their team. Covers 
everything from motivation, travel and 
transport, administration, access, 
safety, medical emergencies, artificial 
limbs and much more. A 
comprehensive list of recommended 
reading and useful addresses round off 
the publication. A comprehensive and 
informative production which is 
excellent value. 

Tidal Stream Atlas, 
South Devon Coast 
ISBN 0 9530656 0 X 
Compiled by Mike 
Fennessy 
It's good to see this little gem back in 
print. First published in 1978 it gave 
me great insight into the world of tidal 
streams and their effects in 
conjunction with natural features and 
more importantly, upon me as a 
canoeist. Collated by Mike Fennessy, (a 
former BCU Sea Coach) who is still 
held in high regards by many sea 
canoeists in the South West. This is one 
of the few nautical publications 
covering this area with the small craft 
user in mind. Presented in AS format 
the third edition follows the same easy 
to understand layout as the preceding 
publications. 1 3 chartlets represent 
tidal states relative to HW Devonport 
with tidal stream arrows of varying 
sizes reflecting their strength and 
direction. Detailed inserts also indicate 
tidal conditions in the ports of: 
Plymouth, Salcombe, Dartmouth and 
Teignmouth. More importantly, for the 

sea touring canoeist, similar inserts 
show tidal states off Berry Head, 
Prawle and Start Point. Mike's 
Explanatory Notes on factors effecting 
tidal conditions, the little snippets of 
information and helpful tips makes this 
one of the best publications a 
canoeists could buy. A sister 
publication: Tidal Stream Atlas of 
South Cornwall Coast (Penzance to 
Plymouth) compiled by the same 
author is also available. Both are in 
paperback format, priced at £6.30 
each and obtainable by post from: Sea 
Chest Nautical Bookshop, Queen Anne 
Battery Marina, Plymouth PL4 OLP Tel: 
01752 222012. Mike advises me he is 
currently working on a real-time 
simulation of the Atlas for PC use and a 
general book on tides and tidal 
streams. I wonder if any manufacturers 
have produced a dry bag which will 
accommodate a laptop yet? 

Reviewed by Nigel Hingston - Level 
3 Sea Coach 

Learning About Still 
Waters and their 
dangers for children 
Produced by and 
available from British 
Waterways. 
This video has been produced mainly 
for use within schools, but it would be 
of use in canoe clubs and youth 
organisations. The storyline follows a 
group of young people playing around 
a canal area during their summer 
holidays. The 18 minute video is 
designed with 11 to 1 6 year olds in 
mind and outlines some of the 
dangers that can be found in and 
around still waters. A reasonable story, 
which would benefit by being 
accompanied by group discussions on 
safety and rescue. Contact British 
Waterways, Willow Grange, Church 
Road, Watford, Herts WD1 3QA Tel: 
01923 226422 

Guide to Careers in 
Outdoor Education, 
Development Training 
and Recreation 
ISBN 1 898555 02 8 
Compiled by The 
National Association for 
Outdoor Education - Cost 
£3.50 inc p&p. 
A 43 page booklet designed to assist 
anyone looking for a career in outdoor 
education. It gives information on 
college and university courses, NVQ's 
and work experience, National 
Governing Body Awards and much 
more. An excellent publication with 
lots of useful contact addresses and 
advice. A must for anyone interested 
in a new career. Copies are available 
from The UK Outdoor Institute, 
Eastgate House, Princesshay, Exeter, 
Devon EX1 1LY Tel: 01392 272372 
Fax: 01392 413163. 

A Boater's Guide to 
Navigation Signs 
Produced by and 
available from the 
Environment Agency 
This useful little leaflet shows all the 
symbols that you need to know about 
when paddling on a navigation. 
Available from all local Environment 
Agency Offices or call the EA general 
enquiry line on 0645 333 111. It also 
comes on a waterproof polypropylene 
card which you can keep with you for 
easy reference. 

The Water Tennie 
Aimed at the recreational paddler, 
the Water Tennie is ideal for 
scrambling around the river banks 
and inspecting rapids. Their 
'Stealth' grip provides excellent 
traction on all surfaces, wet or dry, 
enabling you to get close enough 
to the rapids without ending up In 
the drink. If you do end up wading 
in the water, the internal self 
draining midsole and perforated 
insole provide excellent drainage 
on reaching dry land, avoiding 
those prune like feet at the end of 
a tour and a definite advantage 
with the onset of winter. The 
uppers are made of a durable 
quick-drying synthetic leather and 
mesh with two 'water sport buckle' 
closures. These buckles are a bit 
fiddly to do up, but once on 'FiVe 
TeN' promise that they won't get 
yanked off. This could be the end 
of that 'one lost shoe' problem 
often associated with an 
unscheduled dip in the Tryweryn, 
unfortunately, time was running 
out and I was unable to put this 
experience to the test. The only 
negative comment I have about 
the Water Tennie is their sizes, 
normally taking a size 9, the test 
pair were a size 10 with little room 
to manoeuvre. However as the 
company's foundations lie with 
rock climbing, where it is 
traditional to wear shoes four sizes 
smaller, this explains all. FiVe TeN 
are currently developing a shoe for 
the competitive kayak paddler and 
I look forward to the opportunity 
to test these. 

Cost: £69.95. Contact: Dark 
Peak Marketing 01451875168 or fox 
01457 820058 or Email 
DarkPeak@compuserve.com 

Reviewed By Andy Goodsell 



Gain up to 5 National 
Governing Body 

Awards 

- 

A 2 month course based in Nepal will lead to die formal 
qualification of"Himalayan Raft Guide". After an intense 

.:--. period of training you will be guiding Grade IV rivers 
under the instruction and supervision of world class guides . 

You will learn to be a guide, expedition leader and work in a team on the greatest 
rivers in the world. 
Date: 20th January - 20th March 1998 
Cost: £2,800. This includes all food, accornodarion, 
equipment, instruction and assessment. 

For further information contact: 
Equator Expeditions Equator Expeditions 
P.O.Box: 8404 Wamphray Gate Farm 
Thamcl, Kathmandu, Nepal Near Moffat 
Tel: 00977-1-425800 Dumfriesshire 
Fax: 00977-1-425801 DGlO 9NJ 

website http:/ /www.travel-nepal.com 
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Sea Kayak Outer Hebrides 

• Coach 3 - Nov 22123 & Dec 6r7 
• Multi-activity weekend 

18-19 October 
• Ex hire equipment sale - kayaks, 

bikes, wetsuits 
• Come & try canoe sessions 
Other courses available incl. mid~eek dates. 
Tel: 01332 383698 Mobile 0705? 383698 
Email hydro.active@virgin.net 

UIST---c 
~ ~ Outdoor Centre -~2 

"The finest sea kayaking coastline in 
the world" 

Guided tours and expeditions. 
Introductory/Intermediate 

Full range of courses. 
Accommodation. Details: 

Ulst Outdoor Centre, Lochmaddy, 
Isle of North Ulst, HS6 5Al 

Tel 01876 500480 

Iller Acllla •.••••• 
Chun:hlll Houn 
8 Castle HIii Road 
Dover Kent CT18 1 ON 
Tel: 01304 213457 
Fu: 01304 213352 
Emall: 100271,337110campmr,uom.lk 
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BARBADOS/ COVVES 

- ,- 
llll!!Z!ZID RESIDI:NTIAI, PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTOR TRAINING 

• FULLY RE.51DENTlAL COURSES. 

• 7 COURSES PER ANNUM. 

UKSA Professional Instructor Certificate RYA Dayskipper Theory Award 
RYA ievff 1 Windsurfing lnstn.Ktor Certificate RLSS Poof Lifeguard Qualification 
RYA l~ 1 /2./3/4/S Dmghy Skills Certificate DOT Rrsf Nd al Seo Certificate 
RYA Dinghy Instructor RYA VHF Certificate 
RYA Level 2 Powerboat Award BCU Level Z Kayak Cooch Troinee 

_ [WOQ£J~ooo 12 week Work Experience Option 

Holidays & Courses 

Put your newfound Instructional sldlls Into practice supported by our 
experienced staff. Gain on the job experience and an enhanced CV. 
Successful candidates can upgrade their qualifications with: 
UKSA Worli: Experience Certificate NVQ Level 2 in Coaching Windsurfing 
Employers reference on the candidate 
RYA Multi•hull Instructor Endorsement 
RYA Safety Boat Award 

... ~~ .. 
~ 
Q 

RYA Level 2/3 Windsurfing lnslructor 
BDA Helmsman Certificate 
RLS5 Beach lifeguard Qualification 
BCU Level Z Kayak Cooch 

~ Ci 11' .i'"'~"""'" ~ ,o~ .... .;:,.\'l"Tl.f< •• ,l'Ol.l ~ 

For colour prospectus video. training guidance seminar invitation contact 
THE UNITED KINGDOM SAILING ACADEMY, DEPT. CF/OCT, 
UKSA, WEST COWES, ISLE OF WIGHT P031 7PQ 
tel 01983 294941•290154 fax 01983 295938 
Email info@uk-sail.org.uk URL http://www.uk-sail.org.uk 

• Suptrb shomkk foc.ilities. 
• On site gym and fitness facility. 
• 7-yeors track rtt:ord. 
• Over 150 rnldential places. 
• Indoor h~ted swimming pool. 
• Price includes rl!turn flights, 

airport taK, transfers to and 
from hotel in Barbados. 

• ATOL License guarantees the 
stt:urity of your booking. 

• Morino with Mrths far 40 craft. 
• Slipway accessible at all tirrH'S. 
• Two Islands giving wide range 

of venues in different conditions. 
• Bar and student lounge. 

"IN HOUSE" 
EMPLOYMENT AC.ENCY 
• 0/guidanc:e,interviewtechniqut, 

career counselling, networli:olcontJCU. 
• Arm to provide Mf'Y student w,th a 

work placement befOfe they leM. 
, wtr,tie )OU"'lf to one~ 

when our agency c.vi search the 
globefOfd\t~topportooityforyou. 

HIGH PERFORMANCE DINGHIES 
IN THE PROGRAMME: 
fxperitn<t the uhilorotion of soiling 
Hobbit l6's, lour 4000's ond Loser II 
fun's in the heart of the soiling world. 

PATRON: HRH THE PRINCESS ROYAL (NON-PROFIT MAKING ORGANISATION ANO REGISTERED CHARITY TRUST) 
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LEARN NEW SKILL$ - UPGRADE OLD ONES 
• 1 - 5 * Inland Kayak 
• 1 - 4 * Open Canoe 
• Level 2 & 3 Coach 

Training and 
Assessment 

• Introduction to White Water 
• Autumn Advanced White 

Water 
information - advice - instruction 

& river guiding 
Private Courses b~ arrangement 

for groups or individual 
John & Tina Cuthbertson, 

The Old Smiddy, Station Road, Corpach, 
Fort William, Inverness-shire, PH33 7JH. 

Tel: 01397 772467 

I The Outdoor Trust I 

White Water 
Courses 

Intro to White Water 
Course fee: Day .. £25 

Wk/end,,,,£45 

White Water Improver 
Course fee: Day,, £25 

Wk/end,,,,£45 

Topo Duo White Water Trip 
(The Topo Ouo is a double kayak, so you 
can have an Instructor in the kayak with 
you. Great for an experience or to join in 
with a group of friends who know how to 

kayak). Please ask for details. 

BCU awards Guided Paddles 
Flat water and Moving water 
Instruction for beginners. 

Instructor Experience 
Courses. 

(Six week course) 
covering Mountain skills, Climbing, 

Kayaking and Caving. 

Mountain Water Experience 
43, Newnham Road, 
Colebrook, Plymouth, 

Devon 
Tel: 01752 347415 

Personal 

BRATHAY 
FACILITATION SKILLS TRAINING 

Are you involved in ... Outdoor Education? 
Development Training? Youth Work? Leadership Training? 

Facilitating active learning requires "soft" facilitation skills as well as activity skills, 
The Brathay Developing for Trainers programme builds on 50 years of experience to meet this 

demand. 
For further information contact 

Steve Lenartowicz at Bratbay Hall Trust, Ambleside, Cumbria, LL22 0HP 
Phone: 015394 33041 Fax: 015394 34424 E-mail: bratbay@bratbay,org,uk 

(
- -) Internet: www.bratbay,org,uk 
~~~ This programme is supported by Halifax pie. HALIFAX 

IS\ESTOIISl/riPF.OrLI! -~ 

Beginners to Advanced Coaching Course 
Open Canoe & Kayak BCU APPROVED CENTRE 

MIKE PHILLIPS, 
01299 401872 
21 Heathfield Road, 

~Bewdley, 
~ Worcs DY12 1JT 

_...,-f', · --~ TYDDYN PHILIP 
~~ ACTIVITY CENTRE 

OUTDOOR PURSUITS INSTRUCTOR COURSE 
• Oct - Dec 97 • Oct - Oct 97-98 

Quality training & development fcrr a career in the outdoors. Focusing on cechnical 
skills and incorporating NVQ levels 2 & 3 in Outdoor Education, 

3,6 and 12 month full-time Courses, starting October 97 leading to N,G .8 Awards. 
Tyddyn Philip Activity Centre, Brynteg, Benllech, Anglesey, LL78 8JF 

Tel: 01248 853873/853439 

( )fli'r aful! m11ge n(/ICf' courses 

B.C.U 1-5 Star Awards 
Coach Levels 1--f 

Training & Assessment in: 
Inl.md K,1L1k 
Sc., K.11·.,k 
Open C.1noe 

Canoe Safety Tf.'sts 
Expeditions, c;u,d,ng & Holidavs 

Conr.« t Pcn-r Clark. 
The Outdoor Trnst 

Windy Gyle, Belford, 
Northumberland, NE70 7QE 

Tel: 01668 213289 
E-mail: 

outdoor@demon.co.uk 
Charity No. 1052677 

PENPAL MAG FOR ADULTS: over 500 
photos. Approval copy from: Matchmaker, 
(T.71), Chorley, PR7-4BS. Or ring: 01257 
480155 (24 hours) 

Holidays & Courses 

Birmingham School of Canoeing 

Fiordland National Park 
NEW ZEALAND'S 

last great wilderness area 
Sea kayaking on 
the fiords & lakes 

Freedom rentals & guided trips. 
Milford, Doublful & Dusky Sounds & lhe lokes 
Call us for brochure & information 

Fiordland Wilderness Experiences 
66 Quintin Drive 

TE ANAU NZ 
Ph/Fax NZ -64-3-249-7700 
E-mail: Fiordland.Sea.Kayak 

@clear.net.nz 

\UNGSWAY~ 
~DVENTURE 

CENTRE 

Outdoor Activity 
Instructor Course 

Jan - Oct 98 
A full time FE course at the North East's 

Premiere Christian Outdoor Centre. 
Leading to NVQ L3 in Outdoor Education 
and NGB awards in Canoeing, Climbing, 
Hillwalking, First Aid, Archery, Caving, 

Shooting and Orienteering. 
This course qualifies for LEA grants. 

All applicants must be 19+ 
Call 01833 640881 for details 

I Accommodation · - I I Accommodation , j 
Cadam Farm Activity Centre 
Velindre, Three Cocks, Brecon, Powys 
Telephone/Fax 01497 847680 24 hours 
Situated in the Brecon Beacons National Park. 

Offering self catering facilities for 
groups from October to March. 

Choice of single/twin bedded rooms or 
dormitory accommodation. 

First class kitchen and dining area, 
showers, recreation room. 

All rooms centrally heated. Set in 60 
acres of meadows and woodland. 
Easy reach of rivers Wye and Usk, 
Llangorse Lake and Hay on Wye. 

oted area for canoeing, caving 
and potholing. 

Please telephone/write for availability, 

DEVON - 1/2 MILE FROM HOLME 
BRIDGE, Ashburton. B&B, BB& Evening 
Meal. Drying facilities and ample parking. 
Call Sue for rates. Reductions available for 
groups, Popular with Canoeists. Tel: 01364 
631273 

Excellent Self Catering, Bunkhouse-style Accommodation. 
To sleep 12 and 14. 
": .... __ Fuly Heated. Dryin¢.aundry 

Room, HOT ShoWBIS. 
Ideal for Canoe, Climbing, Ski -· New fCK 1997 • lecture room 

-,;:::=~[ . , Plusplusextradrylngroo.-n 
Self Catering Apartments to sleep 2/4 or 6/8. 
Snowgoose Mountatn Centre. 

The Old Smiddy, Station Road, Corpach, 
Fort WIiham, Inverness-shire, PH33 7 JH 

Tel. 01397 772467 

Lanterns Inn, 
River Dart Canoeing 

Near Holne. En-suite acrommodation, family room avail 
able. Groups •~lcome. Drying facilities. Food available 7 
days, Spacious free parking. Special accommodation 
rates available to canoeists with this ad. Packed lunches 
available. Big groups welcome, An)thing is possible!!! 
Knowle Hill, Asbburton 

Tel 01364 652697. 
FORT WILLIAM - Self catering for Paddlers 
- sleeps 22. Good drying room, comfortable 
beds, hot showers, close to many pubs! 
Alan or Sue Kimber (01 397) 700451 
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CENTRE 

Accommodation for canoeists and 
mountain bikers from £2.50 per 
night. 2 minutes from the Tees 

Call 01833 640881 for details 
Free showers, off road parking 

http://ourworld.compuserve.com: 
/homepages/kingsway 

Devon Self catering cottages in picturesque 
valley, close to River Dart (white water). Clean and 

""II equipped. Central heating, dl)'ing facilities, ample 
parking, canoe storage. Good food at local inn. Sleeps 2-20. 

Flexible rates. 0 I 364 621391 

Anglesey, Rhoscolyn. 
Group accommodation, up to 36 in 
8 bedrooms. Self or full catering. All 
facilities for year round use. 300 yds 
from beach and outstanding coast. 
Ideal base sea tours, surfing, over 
falls. Camping available. 

Phone: 01407 860469 

b Accommodation ~ "I 
GREY CORRIE WDGE 

ROYBRIDGE 
For the Highlands 

Mountaineering, Skiing 
Hill-Walking, Canoeing 
On A86 - Fort William 12 miles 
Adjacent to Roybridge Hotel. 

Private bunkrooms for 2, 4 or 8 
persons. Complete self-catering 
with heating, showers , toilets, 
drying rooms, all bedding and 

log fire. 
All inclusive in price 

Tel: Spean Bridge 01397 712236 
Fax: 01397 712241 

INCHREE CHALETS &: BUNKHOUSE, 
Onich, Fort William, Inverness-shire. Tel/fax: 
01855 821287. Situated in the midst of the 
finest white water. Suitable all grades. Pub 
restaurant on-site. 
BALA THE COACH HOUSE. Bunkhouse 
accommodation. Sleeps 20, Heated showers, 
Drying room. Catered or selfeater from 
£6.50pn Llanfor, BALA, LL23 7HD Broch 
01678 520738 

For Sale 
Kl - KESTREL very good condition £335 
Kl Ranger Good Condition £75. Tel: 01525 
370525 (Evenings) 

[ Situations Vacant 

• Windsurfing• Canoeing» Archery» Shooting» Raft building» 

,-- ~ 
Outdoor 1n1tructori"'t<equired 
1998 Season February - October 
Assessment Weekend January 1998 
Wage includes full board and lodging 

Please apply to: 
Personnel 

Hyde House Activity Centre 
Hyde, Wareham, Dorset BH20 7NX 
Tel: 01929 471847 Fax: 01929 471849 
N.B Previous applicants please re-apply 

«Abseiliag» High Ranges • Assault Course» Night Walk • 

Iii; Situations Vacant 

Duke of Edinburgh's Award Open Award Centre 
Salary from £11,310 to £16,647 pro-rata, 

depending on position and qualifications 

I 

PART-TIME YOUTH WORK IN SUTTON 

Career opportunity 

II in year round Lowland Centre 
- school, college, business 
clients. 
Instructor with experience to 
join permanent staff 

immediately. Mainly landbased. Interest in 
welfare of female clientele. 
Fulltime position, starting lflO 8 K. 
Opportunities for training and development. 

Send C.V. to: 
Hilltop Centre, Did Wood, 
Sherringham, NR26 8TS 

MENDIP OUTDOOR Pursuits (Somerset) 
require instructors for 1998. Applicants 
must hold minimum 2 N.G.B.lnstructor 
Awards. Contracts from April. Interviews 
late 1997. 01934 820518 for application 
details 

We are looking for pan-Lime youth workers Lo staff our Open Award 
Centres which Lake place on Monday and Wednesday evenings from 

7.00pm Lo 10 00pm. 

You must be able Lo relate well with young people and use 
their participation in the Award Lo assist their overall personal and 

social development. 

We would welcome applicants with skills in adventure. education 

and expedition work. 

All posLs include six or seven weeks paid holiday, pro-raLa and 

subsunual Lraining opportunities. 

Application forms and further details are available from: Education 

Personnel, London Borough of Sutton, Stonccourt, 2 North Street, 

Carshahon, Surrey SM5 2HU Tel: 0181 770 6528 or 0181 770 6569 

(24 Hour answerphonc). 

Closing date: 2-Hh October I 99 7 

In promoting equal opportuniues, Suuon welcomes 
npplirnnt, from ,ill sections of the comrnuoity nnd 
gunrunlee.s nn interview IO disabled people mee1ing the 
job requirement,. All our full-time po,15 tire tt,ailnble 
for job-,hare unless otherwise ,tuted. Sutton 

1, E W 4 
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CENTRE MANAGER 
Salary package c. £25,000 p.a. 

Due to open in Spring 1998, the Nene Whitewater Centre is being 
built in Northampton and has already been awarded funding from 
the National Lottery Sports Fund. The English Sports Council sees 
it as an exciting new whitewater training facility centrally located 
in the East Midlands. It will develop into a high profile innovative 
leisure facility to include canoeing, both placid and pumped white 
water, rafting, rowing and outdoor adventure sports such as 
caving and orienteering. 

Local communities, schools and young people, particularly where 
disadvantaged, will be targeted to develop their interest and 
continuous participation in sport, supporting them where 
appropriate to move up the 'Sports Continuum'. The Centre will 
also provide conference and catering facilities and be the new 
home for the NABC Clubs for Young People, Northampton, plus 
the Northampton Canoe and Rowing Clubs. 

The Trustees are seeking an enthusiastic, self-motivated, 
committed individual who will need a minimum of 2 years proven 
business management experience to develop this exciting new 
opportunity. The ideal candidate must possess skills of marketing 
and financial control and provide a proven commitment to cus 
tomer care. 

Ideally the candidate will hold a qualification in the Leisure 
Industry, be able to show commercial acumen, yet have an affinity 
towards outdoor water sports and be prepared to qualify as a 
Canoe coach/instructor, if required. The ability to develop a busi 
ness opportunity is paramount. 

Please apply in writing enclosing your current CV and salary details to: 
David Ferguson, Nene Whitewater Centre, 20 Claystones, 

West Hunsbury, Northampton, NN4 9UY. 

'Nene Whitewater Centre Ltd. is an Equal Opportunity Employer' 
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BURTECH 
Trailers for outdoor pursuils 

C6 Expedition Heavy-duty 
Canoe/kayak trailer. 
Designed specifically to 
stand up to the rigours of 
Centre use. £1700 + vat 
fully equipped 
- NO HIDDEN EXTRAS 

Includes: full width accessory cage with lids, integral lights on telescopic mounting, jockey 
wheeL spare wheel, high-security coupling lock etc. Hot-dip galvanised for full protection. 

Tel/Fax 01492 641905 for brochure/further details 
BURTECH, 

Llanddoged, N.Wales, LL26 ODZ 
Jm1edt also make the best bike trailer around! - ask us for details! 

,,....,. 

KAYA~, CAf.10~, CAMPlfJG, 
WALKlfJG, CLIMBlfJG. 

GOOD r;tK;G (ilYffl fQ'A SKottl) HA.NO WAil$ 
Money saving bonanza. 

Buy any new kayak £500 or over 
receive £70 of free kayaking accessories 

211 .l BLACKBURN RD, HEAPEY, LOWER WHEEL TON, 
CHORLEY. 

Tel/fax: 01254 831592 or 0589 183458 
Jl+CT 8 M61,TAKE .4674 TO BUCKBI.IRH,1 MILE,THEH LEFT AFTER REO 
CAT POB,CARRY STRAIGliT ON INTO LOWER WHEEL TON Vl.1.AGE. 

Work Decks 
shock aecks 

e.4x-.,1 Gs 
RacKguarDS 

FROM ALL GOOD DEALERS 

M "(5,' SL6 8BL Tel/Fax 

Wl:RNER~ 

Playboater 
POBox1904 
Maidenhead 

CANOEING . FABRICS, Breathable 
Waterproofs, Wetsuit Neoprene Pile, Polartech 
Fleece, Neoprene Coated Nylon, Buckles, 
Webbing, Zips, Shock Cord, Velcro. Patterns 
for outdoor gear, Camping and Climbing 
Equipment. Discounts up to 15%. Shop 
open 10 - 5 Tues - Sat. For mail order 
catalogue please send 4" x 9" SAE. TOR (cf), 
42 Widnes Road, Widnes. WAS 6AL. 

Insurance 

N.W 
Bg_Q_WN 

CANCARVE DESIGNS, Hand made wooden 
canoe models and trophies. For details write or 
telephone 5, Shanklin Place, Beaconhill Green, 
Cramlington, Northumberland, NE23 SHA. Tel 
+ Fax: 01670 713640 

If you are in at the deep 
end NW Brown can 
throw you a life line 

Cover is available for canoeing 
equipment, activity travel 

insurance, instructors liability 
and activity centres. For full 

details contact: 
Jackie Hall at NW Brown 

Insurance Brokers on 
(01223) 357131 

Equipment & Sales 

WEIRWOLF 
Canoe & kayak builders and repairers. 

THE 'FANG' 
Super marathon C2 available as plans, 

pre-cut panel kit or completed boat in ply, 
fibreglass etc 

Other boats built to commission at 
realistic prices. Repairs in GRP, 

Kevlar/Epoxy, polythene, ply, stripwood. 
Plastic welding service also available. 

Also Canoe & Kayak accessories to order. 
Call for details and quote on your boat 
lain Hutchison (01594) 826273 (Glos) 

Trade Focus 
WiiU 

~~o~~~~ 
The Essex Superstore 
Big Big Stocks. Best Prices 
for Kayaks or Canoes. 

Nucleus Watersports 
204 Frinton Road, Holland-on-Sea, Clacton 
01255 812146 or 0410 375560 

19" X 15" 
Watertight (ex food) 

Containers with screw on lid 
and handles. 

1 tub £8.50 2 tubs £16.00 
5 tubs £30. 00 

price includes p & p (UK) 
Please send cheques payable 10: 

Greater London 

CANOE RESCUE EQUIPMENT AND ~ 
ACCESSORIES INCLUDING 
GREEN SLIME THROWBAGS 

kg>, 
CONTACT: SUZY, 2 VICTORIA CLOSE, 
EAST MOLESEY, SURREY, KTB 950 

TEUFAX: 0181 941 2714 

MAIL ORDER 
SERVICE 

AVAILABLE 

.,I, 

'IWKKEltHfl" & WHITIWflTER Oa..--.0-..,.e:;-- 
Now the finest canoe shop in the 

known universe 
Canoe and kayak specialists. Courses, hire, 

instruction, equipment. The complete 
outfitters, mail order service available. 

Shepperton marina, Felix Lane, Shepperton, 
.Middlesex TW17 BNJ. Tel: 01932 247978 

, Bure Valley Business Centre, 
Buxton,~ NRIO 5AF 
"';i~~~'1orfolk 

Coaching Courses I, 
CST /Rescue Award 

1-4 Star Courses 
Supervisor to Senior Instructor 
Activities for schools and groups 

Open Canoe 11nd Kayak 
Equipment Hire 

1i6h,i·f1D 
Woodmill 

Canoeing & Outdoor Activities Centre 
Woodmill Lane, Swaythling, 

Sou~pton 502 2JR Tel: (01703) 555993 

~ Canoes, paddles andaccessones rrom leading 
manufadW'ers. DemonslN.tion boats available. 
Huge range of courses for all levels. Write or 
'nhone for full programme. BCU approved 

~~ Equipment, accessories, 
ln4 river information and more. 

Mail order & contract 
~ orders welcome. 

Hi91ifand Canoes 
7, Myrtlefield, Grampian Road, 

Aviemore 
Tel: 01479 810116 

W@tt@fM 

RIVER-WEAR 
Fleece & Dry Wear 

Direct from the manufacturer 
Quality products-<mt Prices-Seals supplied or r~aced 

Tel/ Fax - 01768 881003 
Albury Salkeld Rood longwathby 

Cumbria CA 10 1 ND 

We only stock the best 
All enquiries welcome 

310 Thome Road, Wheatley Hills, 
Doncaster DN2 SAL 
Tel: 01302 344403 

~ 
'Jwpit[ (imoe Suppiies 
Stockists of all leading 

equipment and accessories. 
OPENING TIMES 

Mon - Sat: 9.00 am - 6.00pm 
Sunday and bank Holidays: By appointment only 

01524 388850 
Unit 8. Lansil Industrial Estate, 

Caton Road, Lancaster 
Lanes LAI 3NX 

POLY PIPPIN 14 
The original polythene open cockpit 
kayak (ideal for beginners) 

THE 'BELL BOAT' 
A totally new approach to teaching 
paddlesport. 
For details contact Steve Train 
T.L Elliott & Co Ltd, Wolverton Hall. Peopleton, 
Pershore, Wares, WR10 2AU 

Tel: 01905 840813 
Fax: 01905 840002 

W','dlt10iiW 

HAZE ENTERPRISES 
25 Primrose Hill, Tockenham, 

Wootton Bassett, Swindon, Wilts 
Tel: 01793 852904 

,North Wale~, 

DEE KAYAK & CANOE~ 
SCHOOL 

65 Harwood Lane, Rossett, Wrexham. 
Clwyd. LL 12 0EU 

Tel:01244 570157 (24hr Ans) 
Courses for beginners. 

New While Water Rafting Courses 
Send SAE for full programme, JJ, 
All BCU Coaching awards ,e.l 
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THE SOUTH WESrs BIGGEST CANOE SHOP. 
Beside the Exe for easy demos. For 

friendly professional advice call into our 
new modern shop ~•# ADVENTURE EMPORIUM 

HAVEN RD, EXITTR. 01392 421831/219600 

For Sale 
16Ft open canadian, fibreglass, stables, 
suit family, Contact Glen 01270 628450 
2 Kuda Predator drysuits, (L,S), unused 
since new seals professionally £90 each. 2 
Palm paddling cags (L,S), neoprene 
wrist/waist/neck, as new, £35 each. 2 Wild 
Water nylon salopette (L,S), as new, £20 
each. Marlin lonh john wet suit (M,L). As 
new, £40 Tel: 01756 798962 Skipton. 
Ace Falchion 385, single seat kayak, 
white, 3 years old, good condition £175. 
Finchampstead, Wokingham, Berks Tel: 
01189 731038 
Aero 300, red, full ww spec, good 
condition, air bags front and rear £225 
ono. Slalom boat full carbon fibre, slight 
damage to hull hence £200 ono. contact 
Andy on 01332 833130 Derby after 6pm 
Acrobat 270, yellow, full ww spec, 
backstrap, airbags, less than 12 mnths old, 
includes Kober paddles and neoprene 
s/deck £425 ono. May split or swap for 
Microbat. Contact Nick 01257 791327 
Acrobat 300 and Magic Bat both kayaks 
full ww spec and in excellent condition, 
will sell seperately £295 each. Also various 
Kl 00 paddles, drycags, spraydecks, and 
b/aids. Tel: Keith 01276 33021 (Surrey 
area). 
Blue Acrobat 270, 8 months old, exellent 
condition £350. Also Slalom kayak, top 
carbon kevlar Kl with new neoprene 
s/deck £300 ono. Tel: Exeter 01392 
256688 
Boat Sale, all from Calshot Activities 
Centre. 2 x Islander sea kayaks £250 each. 
12 x Ml recreation pool boats £600 for 
fleet. 1 x WW Racer £1 00. 2 x Perception 
Mirages £50 each. 1 x Vega (surf shoe) 
£25. 5 x Ardeche (GP doubles) in VGC 
£750 for fleet. Tel: Dave Gunter or 
Laurence West 01 703 892077 
Canadian Ply wood canoe, 16ft, 
lightweight, good condition, no hard use 
£250. Tel: North Lines 01469 531668 
Capella sea kayak, plastic, 6 months old 
VGC, genuine reason for sal £425 ono. 
Also Sfalom C2, full kevlar construction, 
rear right, by Nomad, fully strapped and 
ready to race £100 ono. Tel: 01362 
860998 (Norfolk) 
Corsica S in good condition with air bags 
£250 ono. Revenge Polo Kayak in good 
condition, black plastic, full spec £250 
ono. Contact Steve 01747 854400 Eves 
(Dorset) 
Corsica S. Good condition, red, stored 
indoors £250 Call 07050 086901 Perth. 
Cougar flat water racer, never been used, 
approx 10 yrs old £300 or near offer will 
be considered. Contact Mr Morley Tel: 
0114 288 5568 Sheffield. 
Creek 280 ww spec, and Playboater deck, 
airbags, later model £350, Schlegal 
Extreme 206 RH £70. Wild Water combi 
helmet £25 Tel: Archie 01642 462781 (w) 
01642 320248 (h) Middlesboro 
Creek 280, multi colour, blue,yellow, red 
Tel: 01246 233603 Jon Moore 
Creek 280, yellow, good condition £325. 
Also Valley Skerray RM sea kayak, red, VGC 
£450 ono Tel: 01626 54071 Devon 
Dagger Freefall Lt, good condition, multi 
art, bulkhead footrest, WW spec, £350 
ono. Tel Graham 01237 476200 
(Bideford) after 6pm 
Dagger Freefall LT, used once, so superb 
condition, winter fun forces sale £425 
ono. Tel 01934 518505 eves or 
CompuServe:hairy_boater 
Dagger Freefall, good condition £300. 
Tel: 0181 504 3771 Essex. 
Dancer with full plate footrests, air bags, 
and backrest. Comes with a neoprene 
spraydeck for a small/medium paddler. 
Ainsworth paddle can be thrown in too. 
Contact Helen 01629 825962 or 0467 
368494 Make me an offer. Derbys 
Dancer, crimson colour, in good 
condition, with backrest, buoyancy bags, 
and nose cone each end. Sold with plastic 
ABS paddle, b/aid and new spraydeck 
£215 for package, can be sold seperately. 
Also BDH's 3 large, 3 medium, unsued, 
large £3 each, med £2 each. Tel: 01329 
284754 (Hants) Delivery possible. 

Eskimo Gamble 6 months old, excellent 
condition £380 Call Dave 01858 446448. 
Eskimo Gamble, black, only used twice, 
less than 6 months old, excellent 
condition £380 Call Dave Mkt Harboro' 
01858 446448 
Grumman 18ft Aluminium Canadian 
canoe £222. Tel: 01543 453946 
Kl Eclipse Jaguar marathon racing boat. 
Seats of 2 different heights and zipped 
spraydeck included. Must go as I need the 
room. For further details phone Congleton 
01260 27747 Evenings only £50 ono. 
Kl Kirton Tlqer, good condition £100. K2 
Kirton Makker, high line, old but sound 
c/w seats £150 ono. Thule Roof Bars, 
complete, to fit current shape Vauxhall 
Astra, good condition £40 ono, contact 
Mark 01380 724457 after 6pm (Wilts) 
Klepper Aerius, double kayak, a 
collapsible, semi inflatable kayak, good 
condition but cockpit cover needs some 
attention cost £2000 new accept £200 
ono. Tel: 01274 405815 
Klepper Aerius, double sea kayaks, 
(collapsible) comes with valises and 2 split 
paddles £650. Also has sail rig. Tel: 01271 
817056 (Devon) 
Mad River Canoe, Explorer 16ft double 
with vinyl trim, complete with tandem 
end bags, 2 Schlegal Tramp paddles and 2 
very junior paddles £800. Audi 
80/90/AvantN8 Roof Rack bars £20. Tel: 
01228 28455 Cumbria. 
M1380 Red, including front and rear 
airbags, nose cone and removeable skeg. 
VGC only £120 Tel: 01235 529555 
(Abingdon, Oxon). 
Mirage 3 K2 tired but solid with o/s 
rudder, suitable for training or Exe Descent 
£60 ono. Also canoe equipment, fibreglass 
general purpose canoe, b/aid, white water 
paddles, Lendal Powermaster paddles, 2 
spray decks, all vgc £200 ono (will split) 
Tel: Mark 01705 503162 Hants 
Mirage, good condition, stored inside, 
good beginners boat, realistic price for 
quick sale £100 Tel: 01833 640124 (Co. 
Durham) 
Mountain Bat, full plate, air bags, deck 
lines £250 ono Bryan 0956 214473 
New Canoe Trailer carries up to 12 
kayaks, detachable racks, extendable 
lighting board, absolute bargain at only 
£400 Tel: 01384 833499 or mobile 0958 
341635 Can Deliver. 
Pair of Australian Waveskis, near new/Ex 
condition, plastic, foam filled construction. 
Very buoyant and stable. One white £150, 
one yellow £160. Inclusive of seat belts 
(velcro), footstraps and leashes. Will sell 
seperately or together. Plus 'RA' winter 
surfing wetssuit (separate hood) never 
worn (5'1 O" - 13.5 stone) less than hald 
price £80. Plus several new pairs wetsuit 
sox/boots (size 8-9) £3-£5 and some 
safety/rescue kit (cheap) For further 
detail/enquiries Ring 01895 446203 
(Middx) 
Perception Dancer well used, good 
starter boat with r/h paddle £80 ono. Tel: 
01884 840905 Mid Devon 
Perception Pirouette Super Sport, white, 
vgc, 8 months old,never folded. Centre 
buoyancy and a backrest, ideal for any 
paddler. Great for surfing back and front! 
£325 Contact Mark 01760 339118 Kings 
Lynn area. 
Plastic Squirt Boat £75. Big foot fibreglass 
Squirt £75 or both £125. Tel: Newcastle 
Upon Tyne 0191 215 0305 
Prijon Avenger - full ww spec, complete 
with air bags, foot plate and back rest. 
Very little used and in excellent condition. 
Excess girth necessitates sale at £250 Tel: 
01 708 455270 Essex. New shockcord 
spraydeck also available at £30. 
Prijon Tornado blue, full spec, good 
condition after only one yrs river use. 
Stored indoors £300 Tel: 01706 632984 
(Rochdale, Lanes) 
Prjon Sea Yak Expedition spec plus rudder 
and s/deck. Used only twice, cost new 
£640 and £40 Yours for only £470. Lendal 
Powermaster carbon blades on 
carbon/kevlar shaft £80. Jester 'Titan' suf, 
diolen/glass, brand new footrest, backrest, 
spray deck, all this new cost £600 yours 

Members Classified 
for only £470. Old Town Discovery 174, 
red, excellent condition complete with 
airbags, extra slim seats and 4 wooden 
paddles £300. Perception Reflex and Azzali 
Slalom paddles, s/deck, good condition 
£160. Dancer Club used four times only 
£150 Tel: Peter 01568 760406 or page me 
on 01426 251927 (Herefordshire) 
Pyranha Acrobat 300, green full ww spec, 
plus neoprenes/deck £175. Perception 
Dancer, red, good condition with paddle 
and s/deck £150. Mega Juggler, multi 
colours, carbon kevlar construction, plus 
s/deck £250. Tel: Graham 01 395 568366 
or 01395 222439 Devon 
Pyranha Creek 280, Black, excellent 
condition, only 10 months old, includes 
airbags and back rest £350 Tel: 0114 
2684915 (Sheffield) 
Pyranha Kayaks Acrobat 270/Creek, 2 x 
Acrobat 270s, 1 purple/1 Aquamarine, 
both in good condition £315 each. Creek 
280 excellent condition used only 4 times, 
artline spec £400 Tel: 0161 427 5287 
Stockport 
Pyranha Microbat full artspec, 12 months 
old, good condition, genuine reason for 
sale £450 ono. Dagger Reflection 15, 
Open Canadian 6 months old, used once, 
genuine reason for sale £950 ono. Tel: 
01935 428398 or Mob 0966 243565 
Somerset 
Pyranha Mountain 300, yellow, mulit art 
design, full ww spec, little used £350 
Burnham on sea 01278 793911 
Pyranha Rotobat, purple, full ww spec, 
front and rear airbaqs, full plate footrest 
ets. Virtually no use! £200. Also OLS 
Cyphur (green), as above £210 Tel: Sean 
01299 832 509 Worcs. 
Pyranha Stuntbat, green, full ww spec, 
airbags, good condition £275. Other 
equipment available. Contact: Caroline 
0181 977 9819 
Sea Kayak, P&H Sirius, yellow deck, white 
hull, green trim. As new condition. Hi 
spec:- deck mounted compass, pump, 
split paddles etc. S/deck + Nordkapp 
paddles included. Cost over £1200 new. 
Used only a few times. A very smart boat 
only for sale due to lack of time to use it! 
Will take £650. Reing: 01 785 284895 
Staffs for more details. 
Sea Touring Kayak - lnnuk very fast, two 
hatches, Lendal footpump, deck lines little 
used £495. Nordkapp split paddles £50, 
Silva type 70 compass £50, Nookie 
neoprene s/deck £35 all as new, Sea 
Touring paddles £25 or £600 for all. Full 
plate footrest, unused £40, Pyranha White 
Water bat £225 Tel: 01424 441150 
Spray covers, adjustable waist and 
coming ex 'Chang' £1 O each for small 
quantities, colour red/blue. RRP approx 
£20. Canoe Straps 3 metre black/alloy 
buckles £3 per pair for small quanitities Ex 
'Chang' All surplus to requirements Stan 
Holtorp-1813983118 Esher Surrey. 
Stunt Bat, aqua-marine with backstrap 
and drain plug. One lady owner, good 
condition £200 Tel: 0191 3780463 
(Durham) 
Stunt Bat, aquamarine. Approx 2 yrs old, 
air bags, hip pads, f/p footrest, backrest. 
Not used for a year, vgc, hence £225 Tel: 
0374 988808 (Bolton) 01204 653738 
(Eves) 
Stunt Bat, red and blue, back rest, full 
plate footrest, air bags, excellent 
condition, Schlegal paddle (hardly used). 
£300 ono. Tel: 01654 767181 or 01654 
767464 (mid Wales) ask for Stephen 
Craddock. 
Topolino Spud, black, only used a couple 
of dozen times, includes full plate footrest, 
backrest and airbags. VGC £350 Contact 
Matt 01673 885 736 
Trailer takes 7 open/15+ kayaks with 
lockable gear box, spare wheel, lockable 
tow hitch (ball), lights, braked wheels with 
handbrake. Good working conditioned 
and serviced £300 ono. Tel: 0117 942 
5362 Bristol 9 till 5. 
Valley Prodigy Squirt Boat, lime green, 
good nick, suit paddler up to 12.5 stone, 
6ft 1 £175 or PX/swap for polo kayak. Tel: 
Simon 01629 580725 Matlock. 
Valley Prodigy Squirt, with Yak deck and 
travel deck, good condition, must be seen 
£260 ono. Contact Dave on 01994 427 
767 (Stored in Oxford) 
Woodstrip 15ft 6" Hiawatha from 
Canoecraft £600 ply open 16ft 3 seater, 
little used £250. B/aids, new. Medium 3 
£15. Mould for open canoe 16ft as ply 
£125. Touring kayak, fibreglass, 2 one a 2 
seater £50 each. Sale due to room 
needed! Tel: David 01702 588243 
YNYS Sea Kayak, yellow/red £650 ono 
includes oval hatches/skeg/deck 
compass/back rest/ excellent condition, 
used occasionally. Tel: Graham 0121 550 
6809 West Midlands. 
6 Masters, 6 Stuntbats. All boats, 3 mths 
old, used on a lake for school use. For 
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details telephone 01908 670197. 
2 blue kayaks for sale, 1 Ace and 1 other 
which needs repair to hole on base. £99 
for intact model and £50 for boat needing 
repair. Tel 01480 466522 and leave name 
and contact No. on answering machine. 
Valley Prodigy Squirt, with Yak deck & 
travel deck, good con.,must be seen £260 
ono, Freefall LT with nose cone & paddle 
£300 o.n.o, Coshois bigwater playboat, bit 
of a tank but quite versatile with playboater 
deck Contact Dave 01993 813024 
Prijon Gattino, yellow, qoodconditlon, 
airbags, full footplate, nose cap and 
backrest £225 o.n.o Tel 01277 652550 
Member no 061639/F 

Wanted 
14/15ft Open Canadian, light weight, flat 
bottom/stable suitable for family use 
contact Glen 01270 628450 
Canoes/equipment, to assist a scout 
troop who have a lot of enthusiasm but 
limited funds. Based in the Warrington 
area we could collect from a reasonable 
radius.Please ring Dave Sanderson on 
01925 762951 (eve) with details. 
Canvas Framed Kayak. An old canvas 
over wooden framed kayak. Please ring 
Lee 01928 572729 Cheshire 
Cheap Ml415, Poly Pippin, Voyager, KW4 
or similar. Cheap Espada or similar. Cheap 
open canadian. Contact Alex McKee - 
home 01703 731273 work 01703 
319014, e-mail 
Alex.McKee@mailhub.solent.ac.uk 
Cirrus, any colour, good condition 01737 
357876 
Eclipse Cirrus good condition, any colour, 
Tel Alan 01 737 357 876 Surrey 
Mega Titan or Storm, for sea 
surfing/similar boat considered. John 
01299 270 975 
Moulds required, either to buy, hire, or to 
borrow. What I require mainly are those to 
build a junior kayak, and a sea kayak, but 
others considered. Please phone Watton 
(Norfolk) 01953 885189 and leave a 
message and phone number. 
Olymp Junior or Avanti kayaks for 8-10 yr 
old Tel: 01283 703576 Derby 
Open Canadain Canoe, anything 
consiered, pref in Devon/South West Call 
Andy 01752 255755 or 662369 
Open Canadian Canoe, Dagger 
Reflection, Pyranha Prospector, anything 
considered, will collect. Tel: Richard 01 703 
617815 Southampton. 
Pyranha Creek in good condition, ww 
spec. Preferred. Will collect Tel: 01827 
872542 day time or 0121 308 2996 eves. 
Seat/Cockpit for MKS Bat. Tel: 01235 
529555 (Abingdon Oxon) 

Lost, found,swap, misc 
Exchange Baidarka Explorer, hatches, 
pump, deck-lines, spray cover, for two 
man open Canadian or sell for £200 Tel: 
01636 830345 Bleasby Notts. 
Exchange I have a lovely Probe, would 
love to swap for a Creek 280 call Andy 
01752 255755 or 662369 
Found Boat at Yalding Weir. Phone with 
description 01322 557417 
Found, ladies watch near put in for the 
Onde in French Alps on 30th June. Please 
Tel Annette 01622 872348 eves to arrange 
return. 
Lost in Fort William/North Ballahulisch 
area, yellow acrobat 300, many 
distinguishing marks, bent tail, tequila 
sticker on rear deck. Tatty, but has 
sentimental value. 31 March/1 April 1997. 
Serial number DDUJ496BS.2J/E. Any 
information phone Jago 01884 840905 
Mississippi. Does anyone wish to canoe 
the length of the Mississippi in America? If 
yes contact, Al Levine, 215 Prospect Road, 
Centreport, NY 11721 USA 516-892-7673 
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Article by 
Jamie Christle who 

would like to 
thank Rasdex for 

their help this 
year. 

® non-funded team of Seniors; 
4Kl M, 4Cl M and 3Kl L. 
Juniors 2Kl M, 3Kl L plus a 
large number of other 

British paddlers trekked across France 
to take part in the White Water Racing 
European Championships or the 
International race, which was to take 
place alongside the main event. 

For those who have never heard of 
or been to Bourg, it's situated in the 
south east of France, very close to the 
Italian border at an altitude of around 
800m and surrounded by very big 
mountains. It is very popular with 
skiers in winter, but in the spring and 
summer it's a brilliant place to go 
canoeing. The water is controlled by 
the hydro station just above Bourg so 
whether the weather is hot or cold 
there is always good water. The race 
course is 1 0km down stream from 
Bourg. It starts at Balentre and the first 
4 minutes is continuous grade Ill, 
followed by 3 minutes of flat, and then 
the final 8 minutes is grade Ill with 
quite a lot of grade IV. The total race 
takes around 15 minutes. 

All of the team had arrived in 
Bourg by Sunday evening and were all 
soon on the river learning routes, 
some were more successful than 
others (how are the stitches Paul?). 

The Junior non stop and the 

International came first on the 
program. The juniors all faired well 
and looked good down the rapids. The 
International turned out to be a 
qualifying race for a sprint which was 
to be the final event of the champs. 
The top 15 from each class qualifying 
for the final. John qualified in 7th place 
and Nigel squeezed in to take the 15th 
place. 

Friday saw the junior champs and 
the senior non stop. In the juniors, Joel 
came through the last split 2 minutes 
from the finish in 9th with a lot of 
encouragement from the bank, he 
pulled back 3 places to take 6th, only 
6 seconds off a medal. Nicola attacked 
the course with style and gained the 
top British spot in 19th with Lynne and 
Alex close behind. 

Seniors 
Saturday saw the seniors doing their 
stuff with an extra 10 cumecs of water 
for them to play with. Malcolm gained 
his best international result taking 
27th, 22 seconds down on Ian in 17th. 
Better things were expected of Jamie, 
but losing his tonsils recently in an 
Italian hospital didn't help his cause. 
Yael gained the best British result, 
1 7th, after Cynthia rolled and broke 
out to arrive 20th. Rob took 18th 
closely followed by James in 25th only 
11 seconds down. Paul did well to 
make it down on his stitched knee. 

Britain only had one team entry of 
Jamie, Dave and Ian who took 6th 
place. 

The final event was the Grand Prix 
sprint with John and Nigel 
representing us. They finished 11th 
and 13th respectively. Good results 
considering the top ten from the 
Europeans were entered as well. 

The team would like to thank Andy 
Goodsell for coming out and 
managing the team for us. 

men 
1st Thomas Koelman GER 
2nd Philippe Graille FRA 
3rd Markus Gickler GER 14.24.40 
17th Ian Tordoff GBR 14.49.05 
2Bth Mally Johnson GBR 15.11.70 
31st Dave Taylor GBR 15.14.03 
33rd Jamie Christie GBR 15.20.81 

Cl Men 
1st Vladi Panato \TA 15.38.77 
2nd Mirko Spelli \TA 15.44.39 
3rd Zeljko Petric CRO 15.47.86 
18th Rob Pumphrey GBR 16.30.20 
25th James Lee GBR 16.41.92 
30th Paul Anderson GBR 17.55.51 
DNS Lee Pike 

Kl Ladies 
1st Sabine Eicherberger SUI 15.46.02 
2nd Anne B Crochet FRA 15.49.23 
3rd Anne Fleur Sautour FRA 15.52.05 
17th Yea\ Chance GBR 16.38.45 
20th Cynthia Berry GBR 16.47.13 
21st Debbie Hales GBR 16.53.19 

C2 
1st Val/Slucik 
2nd Grega/Sutek 
3rd Edin/Derouineau 

SVK 15.09.12 
SVK 15.15.86 
FRA 15.23.96 

Jamie Christie 
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Competition: Wild Water Focus 

Cynthia Berry 

Ne\V Developments 
Hot Gossip! Howard Blackman 
has been appointed National 
Wild Water Racing Development 
Coach, replacing Andy Parry. 

Howard 33, has been involved 
In canoeing for almost 20 years. 
Firstly gaining valuable skills 
competing In Slalom, under the 
guidance of Mike Thompson 
(Deputy Director at Bowles 
Outdoor Centre). 

With the onset of maturity 
Howard took up the sport of 
skiing, of course competing, It's 
In the Blackman's blood! But also 

teaching slalom skiing at various 
centres abroad and In the UK. 
Canoeing was never far from his 
thoughts and the Devlzes to 
Westminster race satisfied his 
needs for three consecutive 
years. 

Big brother Nell Introduced 
Howard to the sport of Wild 
Water Racing and since then he 
has never looked back. After 
some success In Kl the brothers 
decided to train together in the 
Canadian Doubles class. They 
both trained hard and could 

Above: Howard Blackman in action 

often be heard discussing lines 
and C2 techniques on and off the 
river, the training paid off and in 
1994 they came away with a 
bronze medal at the World 
Championships held In Bala, 
North Wales. 1996 saw them race 
the World Championships on the 
Sanna In Austria gaining 11th 
place overall, the highest placed 
British Crew. During this time he 
also managed to gain his level 3 
Wild Water Racing Coaches 
award, and has Introduced many 
paddlers from his own club and 
others Into the sport. 

Howard's role commenced on 
1st September and he Is already 
hard at work, his main alms are 
simple: 
1 To create more regular 

participation In WIid Water 
Racing. 

2 More opportunities for all 
ages and classes. 

3 Higher standards of coaching. 
4 Greater awareness of WIid 

Water Racing. 
WIid Water Racing Is fun, 

friendly and not just for the 
fanatic. Race your own race, or 
race to win, make friends, with 
WIid Water Racing. 

If you or your club would like 
help of any kind regarding WIid 
Water Racing then please contact 
Howard Blackman on: 01283 
517375 or write to him at 18 
Newton Road, Burton on Trent, 
Staffs DE15 0TX. After all Howard 
is there to help you! If he cannot 
help then he knows a man who 
can! 

Above: Howard 
Blackman who has 
been appointed 

National Wild Water 
Racing Development 

Coach 
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Focus Feature: Scotland 

Scottish Sea 
Kayaking Symposium 

Symposia 
have been going 

on now for many years 

and for those who have seen them all before there 
were a variety of new ideas. Out on the water you 
could learn about paddling forwards, rescuing, 

alternative strokes or just go for a paddle, it was 
impressive to see around 30 people learning 
advanced sea kayak techniques, what are they 

d th f t tt ct anyway? an ey (On lnUe O a ra The ~ch took on a festival air with all the 

a great following both from boats laid out for people to try and . 
everyone outside chatung and enjoying 

old and new aficionados (or thesun,shortsandsuncreamwouldhave 
been much more useful than all those 

is it old and young?). 

CD he Scottish Symposium held over the 
weekend of May 23rd/ 25th 
highlighted all that is good about these 
kind of events, there were beginners 

and experts alike, young, old and dogs! The range 
of activities on offer was huge, the Scottish 
welcome warm and the weather .. well, it couldn't 
have been better. With bags packed with hats and 
gloves, waterproofs and wellies, jumpers and 
trousers we arrived at Laargs ready for the ferry 
beginning to realise we were over packed and 
under sun screened! 

Friday night saw the troops arriving from 
near and far, across the waters of the Clyde to the 
small island of Cumbrae where we were the guests 
of the National Scottish Watersports Centre. The 
centre normally caters for around 40 customers 
but once every two years around 200 kayakers 
converge on the centre, putting tents up on any 
spare flattish ground, including the verges and 
staying in the comfortable cabins. This year 
catering was a slight worry for the organisers. 
When they arrived on the Wednesday before the 
weekend ther was a shell where the kitchen 
should be, but with promises that all would be 
complete by the Friday. Amazingly by Friday, there 
was a kitchen, in place, at] sparkling new and a 
chef eager to try it out. I'm not certain I would 
want to sort out teething problems on a new 
kitchen with 200 hungry kayakers but wonders 
were performed and meals arrived at the right 
time each day and of a very acceptable standard 
especially the lunches. 

Saturday morning dawned bright and calm and 
the indoor sessions started to look rather empty with 
the practical on water work being very popular, the 
same time 2 years previously you couldn't move in 
the slide shows as the winds howled outside! The 

range of sessions was 
impressive with 
something for all 
abilities and all 
interests. At any one 
time there were 9 
sessions to choose 
from, ranging from 
slide shows from 
Antarctica to the Arctic 
and the Solomon 
Islands to the Channel 
Islands, also practical 
seminars on navigation 
and the weather, 
cooking and geology 

waterproofs. Lunch breaks were a time for 
catching up and topping up the tan! 
The evening saw the key note lecture by 
Roy Dumble and Hilary Chisholm, two 
New Zealanders who are over for a few 

months to explore and enjoy some paddling 
here and Canada. They talked about their 

home waters and wetted everyones appetites for a 
trip down under where the water is warm, the sea 
clear and outfitters are ready to rent out gear to 
anyone. They then moved on to show some 
spectacular slides of the Auckland Islands, not as 
everyone thought somewhere near the city of 
Auckland but right down in the South Atlantic 
about half way from New Zealand to Antarctica, in 
the middle of the Southern Ocean. To get there it 
was a 500 mile boat journey. The islands are 
strictly controlled and a conservation area so no 
camping is allowed. Each day they slept on the 
ship with tourists, scientists and conservationists 
and then were lowered down on a crane in their 
kayaks and would spend the day paddling and 
then back to the ship in the evening. Many of the 
places were so environmentally sensitive that they 
couldn't even land, but they had spectacular slides 
of the wildlife, penguins, albatross and numerous 
other sea birds and some interesting stories of the 
history of the area. It looked an amazing area to 
explore. 

Once this was over it was time for the serious 
business of the Ceilidh. This is what 
really distinguishes the Scottish Sea 
Symposium from all others, the 
sight of all those local lad's knees as 
they career kilted around the floor is 
something not to be missed. The 
idea of ceidlihs is participation and 
it is then you find all the hidden 
talent, from singing to spice girls 
look-a-likes to poets and dancers 

but the evening surely belonged to Jed the dog. 
Silence reigned as he took to the stage and as he 
heard the first strains of Pavarotti his ears cocked 
and the singing began. He wailed his way through 
a number of verses, pausing at the right times for 
effect and breath. Grown men were seen to cry, 
eminent coaches had tears rolling down their 
cheeks. It was a difficult act to follow! From then 
on the party really began with the Irish contingent 
following the true Celtic traditions and 
entertaining the crowds. With a few interludes for 
some aerobic activity in the form of Scottish 
dances the evening continued with song, dance 
and even a Maori war chant care of our New 
Zealand friends. Rumour has it that some never 
made it to bed, these Scots have an amazing ability 
to stay up late most of us Sassenachs had already 
fallen by the wayside. 

Sunday dawned bright and sunny and the 
same huge range of activities were on offer. The 
morning began with the sight of the male of the 
species, stripping to the waist and performing the 
maori war (or was it fertility) dance to clear a way 
the cobwebs and start the day in the right frame of 
mind. Again the on water activities proved to be 
the most popular with the sun beating down on us 
and Al Fresco eating being the order of the day. In 
the evening Tony Ford gave a lecture on Whale 
Hunting from a kayak, a fascinating subject which 
he has been researching, looking at the links 

· between the dfflerent whale hunting groups from 
Japan, through the Aleutians and into Canada. 
Then it was back to the social activity but less 
energetic than the night before. 

Monday and still the sun shone, was this 
really Scotland? Many people started to drift away 
during the day, some up to Arduaine for more 
paddling and for some unfortunate souls it was 
time to head back south or north to work. An 
interesting fact was that the paddlers form 
Shetland were actually further away from home 
than us Channel !slanders, that really makes you 
realise what a big place Scotland is. 

The organisation over the weekend was 
brilliant, the centre is an ideal spot for an event 
such as this and the hard work of the organisers was 
all worth the effort. Thanks must go to Gordon 
Brown, the coordinator, all his team of blue shirts 
and to Rachel, his wife, as I know how many phone 
calls they must of had over the weeks before. 

If you have never been to a sea kayaking 
symposium then why not think 
about it. They cater for all types and 
abilities and are a great way to meet 
new paddlers. Scotland will be 
holding their next one in 1999 and 
if you can't wait that long we will be 
holding one in Jersey in 1998 over 
the Spring Bank Holiday weekend in 
May and we will try to lay 4"" 
on the same weather. - 
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	Open Canoe & Kayak BCU APPROVED CENTRE 
	I The Outdoor Trust I 
	I Accommodation · - I I Accommodation , j 
	~ Ci 11' 
	.i'"'~"""'" ~ ,o~ .... 
	NEW ZEALAND'S 
	Fiordland Wilderness Experiences 
	TE ANAU NZ 
	_...,-f', · --~ TYDDYN PHILIP 
	~~ ACTIVITY CENTRE 
	OUTDOOR PURSUITS INSTRUCTOR COURSE 
	Quality training & development fcrr a career in the outdoors. Focusing on cechnical 
	3,6 and 12 month full-time Courses, starting October 97 leading to N,G .8 Awards. 
	Tel: 01248 853873/853439 
	BRATHAY 
	BARBADOS/ COVVES 
	Classified (01480) 465081 
	... ~~ .. 
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	,-- ~ 
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	� Windsurfing� Canoeing» Archery» Shooting» Raft building» 
	Anglesey, Rhoscolyn. 
	Phone: 01407 860469 
	t Accommodation 1 
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	Career opportunity 
	CENTRE MANAGER 
	Salary package c. £25,000 p.a. 
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	Tel: 01302 344403 
	~ orders welcome. 
	Hi91ifand Canoes 
	7, Myrtlefield, Grampian Road, 
	Tel: 01479 810116 
	Greater London 
	,North Wale~, 
	DEE KAYAK & CANOE~ 
	Tel:01244 570157 (24hr Ans) 
	Focus 
	kg>, 
	Equipment & Sales 
	RIVER-WEAR 
	Tel/ Fax - 01768 881003 
	Cumbria CA 10 1 ND 
	W@tt@fM 
	Woodmill 
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	'IWKKEltHfl" & WHITIWflTER 
	Oa..--.0-..,.e:;-- 
	Now the finest canoe shop in the 
	WiiU 
	Trade 
	THE 'FANG' 
	~ 
	'Jwpit[ (imoe Suppiies 
	Stockists of all leading 
	~~o~~~~ 
	WEIRWOLF 
	M 
	Wl:RNER~ 
	N.W 
	Insurance 
	FROM ALL GOOD DEALERS 
	e.4x-.,1 
	Gs 
	RacKguarDS 
	shock aecks 
	Work Decks 
	Bg_Q_WN 
	Classified (01480) 465081 
	Focus 
	KAYA~, CAf.10~, CAMPlfJG, 
	BURTECH 
	Tel/Fax 01492 641905 for brochure/further details 
	Llanddoged, N.Wales, LL26 ODZ 
	Jm1edt also make the best bike trailer around! - ask us for details! 
	,,....,. 
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